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LHC is testing the Standard Model 
to unprecedented precision 

[CMS summary plots] 3/30

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/PhysicsResultsCombined
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A Higgs was found

2012
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The Standard Model hierarchy problem!

•Absent new symmetries/dynamics, Higgs condensate and Higgs mass are 
unstable to quantum corrections & dragged-up to very large energy scales

An elementary Higgs sharpens deep mysteries:

proxy for unknown heavy 
mass scales (gravity, 
GUTs, flavour, DM,…)
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Hierarchy Problem

[from: Colloquium talk J. March-Russell, Oxford]

https://www2.physics.ox.ac.uk/sites/default/files/2014-11-24/higgs_lhc_jmr_nov14_pdf_93873.pdf
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What if  there were no Higgs? 
(QCD breaks electroweak symmetry; just wrongly)

Gauge group: 

1st family quarks: 

Global symmetry:  
(of QCD sector)

SU(3)c ⇥ SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y
<latexit sha1_base64="zq+yKtF8dll7STgCkWgMOUOyPwU=">AAACDXicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJHFoiC1S5W0SDBWsDAwFEHaojaKHNdprTpOZDtIVdQfYOFXWBhAiJWdjb/BbYMELUeydO459+r6Hj9mVCrL+jJyS8srq2v59cLG5tb2jrm715RRIjBxcMQi0faRJIxy4iiqGGnHgqDQZ6TlDy8mfuueCEkjfqtGMXFD1Oc0oBgpLXnm0Y1TqpU9DLuKhkRCXVbL3tVP6ZTssnfnmUWrYk0BF4mdkSLI0PDMz24vwklIuMIMSdmxrVi5KRKKYkbGhW4iSYzwEPVJR1OO9C43nV4zhsda6cEgEvpxBafq74kUhVKOQl93hkgN5Lw3Ef/zOokKztyU8jhRhOPZoiBhUEVwEg3sUUGwYiNNEBZU/xXiARIIKx1gQYdgz5+8SJrVil2rVK9PivXzLI48OACHoARscArq4BI0gAMweABP4AW8Go/Gs/FmvM9ac0Y2sw/+wPj4BtvvmOY=</latexit>

qL, uR, dR
<latexit sha1_base64="2RdTDsnAkc24SICdC0b8rBQxM7c=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KCWpgh6LXjx4qMV+QBvCZrtpl2426e6mUEJ/hxcPinj1x3jz37htc9DWBwOP92aYmefHnClt29/W2vrG5tZ2bie/u7d/cFg4Om6qKJGENkjEI9n2saKcCdrQTHPajiXFoc9pyx/ezfzWmErFIvGkJzF1Q9wXLGAEayO5I++hhBKvXkI9r+4VinbZngOtEicjRchQ8wpf3V5EkpAKTThWquPYsXZTLDUjnE7z3UTRGJMh7tOOoQKHVLnp/OgpOjdKDwWRNCU0mqu/J1IcKjUJfdMZYj1Qy95M/M/rJDq4cVMm4kRTQRaLgoQjHaFZAqjHJCWaTwzBRDJzKyIDLDHRJqe8CcFZfnmVNCtl57JcebwqVm+zOHJwCmdwAQ5cQxXuoQYNIDCCZ3iFN2tsvVjv1seidc3KZk7gD6zPH/ujkO8=</latexit>

SU(2)l ⇥ SU(2)r
<latexit sha1_base64="C7E8K5Hjp+W7E86aNpchl2EKAXs=">AAAB/3icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetXVPDiZbEI9VKSKuix6MVjRdMW2lA22027dLMJuxuhxB78K148KOLVv+HNf+O2zUFbHyy8eW+GmX1BwpnSjvNtLS2vrK6tFzaKm1vbO7v23n5Dxakk1CMxj2UrwIpyJqinmea0lUiKo4DTZjC8nvjNByoVi8W9HiXUj3BfsJARrI3UtQ/vvHL1tMtRR7OIKjQrZdcuORVnCrRI3JyUIEe9a391ejFJIyo04Viptusk2s+w1IxwOi52UkUTTIa4T9uGCmyW+dn0/jE6MUoPhbE0T2g0VX9PZDhSahQFpjPCeqDmvYn4n9dOdXjpZ0wkqaaCzBaFKUc6RpMwUI9JSjQfGYKJZOZWRAZYYqJNZEUTgjv/5UXSqFbcs0r19rxUu8rjKMARHEMZXLiAGtxAHTwg8AjP8Apv1pP1Yr1bH7PWJSufOYA/sD5/ABszlDs=</latexit>

At the QCD scale:  chiral condensation

hq̄LqRi = �f⇡B0 ⇠ (200MeV)3
<latexit sha1_base64="0FlNZaid3lTBYLbgjigdEEqhdec=">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</latexit>

SU(2)l ⇥ SU(2)r ! SU(2) ) 3 Goldstone bosons ⇡0,+,�
<latexit sha1_base64="tBxCKmfo0hkZJ2RUd4KqkKWeGmg=">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</latexit>



Problems:
• mW = mZ ~ 100 MeV; wrong mass scale, 

• no Higgs d.o.f. at the scale of mW,Z 

•                                                 , i.e. no / wrong Weinberg angle  

• no masses for quarks (or leptons)

U(1)em = U(1)Y
<latexit sha1_base64="LJLnYru/pN2y0a+8dp4zEEGcJ4s=">AAAB+XicbZBPS8MwGMbT+W/Of1WPXoJDmJfRTkEvwtCLxwl2m2ylpFm6hSVpSdLBKPsmXjwo4tVv4s1vY9b1oJsPBH487/vyvnnChFGlHefbKq2tb2xulbcrO7t7+wf24VFbxanExMMxi2U3RIowKoinqWakm0iCeMhIJxzfzeudCZGKxuJRTxPiczQUNKIYaWMFtu3V3PMgI3x2k9NTYFedupMLroJbQBUUagX2V38Q45QToTFDSvVcJ9F+hqSmmJFZpZ8qkiA8RkPSMygQJ8rP8stn8Mw4AxjF0jyhYe7+nsgQV2rKQ9PJkR6p5drc/K/WS3V07WdUJKkmAi8WRSmDOobzGOCASoI1mxpAWFJzK8QjJBHWJqyKCcFd/vIqtBt196LeeLisNm+LOMrgBJyCGnDBFWiCe9ACHsBgAp7BK3izMuvFerc+Fq0lq5g5Bn9kff4APUGSGw==</latexit>

                   …. but the hierarchy problem would be solved!  

☠   😱  🤔  😎 
Experimentalist    Phenomenologist      Model-builder        Formal Theorist  7/30



The minimal composite Higgs model
Agashe, Contino, Pomarol (2005)

Contino TASI lectures (2009)
Goertz ALPS2018 Proceedings
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Figure 5: Cartoon of a strongly interacting
EWSB sector with global symmetry G broken
down to H1 at low energy. The subgroup H0 ⇢ G

is gauged by external vector bosons.
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Figure 6: The pattern of symmetry
breaking.

of the strong dynamics [27–32], see also [33]. Consider for example the general case
in which the strongly interacting sector has a global symmetry G dynamically broken
to H1 at the scale f (the analog of the pion decay constant f⇡), and the subgroup
H0 ⇢ G is gauged by external vector bosons, see Fig. 5. The global symmetry breaking
G ! H1 implies n = dim(G) � dim(H1) Goldstone bosons, n0 = dim(H0) � dim(H) of
which are eaten to give mass to as many vector bosons, so that H = H1 \ H0 is the
unbroken gauge group, see Fig. 6. The remaining n�n0 are pseudo Nambu-Goldstone
bosons. In this picture the SM fields, both gauge bosons and fermions, are assumed to
be external to the strong sector, and in this sense we will refer to them as ‘elementary’,
as opposed to the composite nature of the resonances of the strong dynamics. The
SM gauge fields, in particular, are among the vector bosons associated to gauge group
H0. For simplicity, in the following we will identify H0 with the SM electroweak group,
H0 = GSM ⌘ SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y , so that the SM vectors are the only elementary gauge
fields coupled to the strong sector.

In order to have a composite pNG Higgs boson one has to require two conditions:

1. The SM electroweak group GSM must be embeddable in the unbroken subgroup
H1:

G ! H1 � GSM

2. G/H1 contains at least one SU(2)L doublet, to be identified with the Higgs dou-
blet.

If the above two conditions are realized, at tree level GSM is unbroken and the Higgs
doublet is one of the pNG bosons living on the coset G/H1. Its potential vanishes at
tree level as a consequence of the non-linear Goldstone symmetry acting on it. On
the other hand, the global symmetry G is explicitly broken by the couplings of the SM
fields to the strong sector, as they will be invariant under GSM but not in general under

19

G:  global symmetry of the strong sector  
      (at energy above confinement) 

H1 : global symmetry group in confined  
      phase below scale f   

H0 : SM electroweak gauge group 

H : unbroken gauge group

What are the smallest groups which can give electroweak symmetry 
breaking and a Higgs?

8/30

http://inspirehep.net/record/666275
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1005.4269.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1005.4269.pdf
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of the strong dynamics [27–32], see also [33]. Consider for example the general case
in which the strongly interacting sector has a global symmetry G dynamically broken
to H1 at the scale f (the analog of the pion decay constant f⇡), and the subgroup
H0 ⇢ G is gauged by external vector bosons, see Fig. 5. The global symmetry breaking
G ! H1 implies n = dim(G) � dim(H1) Goldstone bosons, n0 = dim(H0) � dim(H) of
which are eaten to give mass to as many vector bosons, so that H = H1 \ H0 is the
unbroken gauge group, see Fig. 6. The remaining n�n0 are pseudo Nambu-Goldstone
bosons. In this picture the SM fields, both gauge bosons and fermions, are assumed to
be external to the strong sector, and in this sense we will refer to them as ‘elementary’,
as opposed to the composite nature of the resonances of the strong dynamics. The
SM gauge fields, in particular, are among the vector bosons associated to gauge group
H0. For simplicity, in the following we will identify H0 with the SM electroweak group,
H0 = GSM ⌘ SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y , so that the SM vectors are the only elementary gauge
fields coupled to the strong sector.

In order to have a composite pNG Higgs boson one has to require two conditions:

1. The SM electroweak group GSM must be embeddable in the unbroken subgroup
H1:

G ! H1 � GSM

2. G/H1 contains at least one SU(2)L doublet, to be identified with the Higgs dou-
blet.

If the above two conditions are realized, at tree level GSM is unbroken and the Higgs
doublet is one of the pNG bosons living on the coset G/H1. Its potential vanishes at
tree level as a consequence of the non-linear Goldstone symmetry acting on it. On
the other hand, the global symmetry G is explicitly broken by the couplings of the SM
fields to the strong sector, as they will be invariant under GSM but not in general under
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G:  

H1 : 

H0 : 

H :

SO(5)⇥ U(1)X
<latexit sha1_base64="zwr7NfnO6QtZDC5q/A3a7LVeyDc=">AAAB+3icbVBNT8JAEN3iF+JXxaOXjcQELqRFjR6JXryJ0QoJNM122cKG7Ud2p0bS8Fe8eNAYr/4Rb/4bF+hBwZdM8vLeTGbm+YngCizr2yisrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75n75QcWppMyhsYhlxyeKCR4xBzgI1kkkI6EvWNsfXU399iOTisfRPYwT5oZkEPGAUwJa8szy3U31rNYDHjKFnapd8zqeWbHq1gx4mdg5qaAcLc/86vVjmoYsAiqIUl3bSsDNiAROBZuUeqliCaEjMmBdTSOid7nZ7PYJPtZKHwex1BUBnqm/JzISKjUOfd0ZEhiqRW8q/ud1Uwgu3IxHSQosovNFQSowxHgaBO5zySiIsSaESq5vxXRIJKGg4yrpEOzFl5fJQ6Nun9Qbt6eV5mUeRxEdoiNURTY6R010jVrIQRQ9oWf0it6MifFivBsf89aCkc8coD8wPn8AX32Stw==</latexit>

SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y
<latexit sha1_base64="JXiAMeT+Hd2Kq0iHWCfkHT3O8RU=">AAAB/XicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+Jrfdy8TCQmcCG7aKJHohcPHjC6gIHNZnYYYMLsIzOzJrgh/ooXDxrj1f/w5t84wB4UrKSTSlV3urv8mDOpLOvbyC0tr6yu5dcLG5tb2zvm7l5DRokg1CERj0TLx5JyFlJHMcVpKxYUBz6nTX94OfGbD1RIFoV3ahRTN8D9kPUYwUpLnnlw65SqZe+6o1hAJXJKdtm798yiVbGmQIvEzkgRMtQ986vTjUgS0FARjqVs21as3BQLxQin40InkTTGZIj7tK1piPUuN51eP0bHWumiXiR0hQpN1d8TKQ6kHAW+7gywGsh5byL+57UT1Tt3UxbGiaIhmS3qJRypCE2iQF0mKFF8pAkmgulbERlggYnSgRV0CPb8y4ukUa3YJ5XqzWmxdpHFkYdDOIIS2HAGNbiCOjhA4BGe4RXejCfjxXg3PmatOSOb2Yc/MD5/AL6uk3o=</latexit>

SO(4)⇥ U(1)X ⇠ SU(2)L ⇥ SU(2)R ⇥ U(1)X
<latexit sha1_base64="uK7i1rRqJcp2EPZAMan7U2EeYGM=">AAACJHicbVDLTsJAFJ3iC/FVdelmIjEpG9IiiSZuiG5cmIhigYQ2zXQYYML0kZmpCWn4GDf+ihsXPuLCjd/iAF0IeJJJzj3n3ty5x48ZFdI0v7Xcyura+kZ+s7C1vbO7p+8fNEWUcExsHLGIt30kCKMhsSWVjLRjTlDgM9Lyh1cTv/VIuKBR+CBHMXED1A9pj2IkleTpF41bo1qCjqQBEdA2rJLXho6gAWzYRqXk3WTOrLqf6/P0olk2p4DLxMpIEWSoe/qH041wEpBQYoaE6FhmLN0UcUkxI+OCkwgSIzxEfdJRNERql5tOjxzDE6V0YS/i6oUSTtW/EykKhBgFvuoMkByIRW8i/ud1Etk7d1MaxokkIZ4t6iUMyghOEoNdygmWbKQIwpyqv0I8QBxhqXItqBCsxZOXSbNStk7LlbtqsXaZxZEHR+AYGMACZ6AGrkEd2ACDJ/AC3sC79qy9ap/a16w1p2Uzh2AO2s8vG62g0Q==</latexit>

U(1)em
<latexit sha1_base64="RIxj7EW4Be7a4X4buw2bRu8K91Y=">AAAB8HicbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRmKCF7KLJnokevGIiQsY2JBu6UJD2920XROy4Vd48aAxXv053vw3FtiDgi+Z5OW9mczMCxPOtHHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PWjpOFaE+iXmsOiHWlDNJfcMMp51EUSxCTtvh+Hbmt5+o0iyWD2aS0EDgoWQRI9hY6dGveuf9jIppv1xxa+4caJV4OalAjma//NUbxCQVVBrCsdZdz01MkGFlGOF0WuqlmiaYjPGQdi2VWFAdZPODp+jMKgMUxcqWNGiu/p7IsNB6IkLbKbAZ6WVvJv7ndVMTXQcZk0lqqCSLRVHKkYnR7Hs0YIoSwyeWYKKYvRWREVaYGJtRyYbgLb+8Slr1mndRq99fVho3eRxFOIFTqIIHV9CAO2iCDwQEPMMrvDnKeXHenY9Fa8HJZ47hD5zPH+8hj9g=</latexit>

SO(5) ! SO(4) spontaneous breaking
<latexit sha1_base64="NrqyCA0YanFUYsSekIrtbdiQ13Y=">AAACHnicbVDLTgIxFO34RHyhLt00EhPYkBmE6JLoxp0Y5ZEAIZ1SoKHTTto7KpnwJW78FTcuNMbElf6N5bFQ8CQ3OTnn3vbe44eCG3Ddb2dpeWV1bT2xkdzc2t7ZTe3tV42KNGUVqoTSdZ8YJrhkFeAgWD3UjAS+YDV/cDH2a3dMG67kLQxD1gpIT/IupwSs1E4Vb64yxWxT814fiNbqHluhkMXNwFcPMTahkkAkU5HBvn13wGUPj3A7lXZz7gR4kXgzkkYzlNupz2ZH0ShgEqggxjQ8N4RWTDRwKtgo2YwMCwkdkB5rWCpJwEwrnpw3wsdW6eCu0rYk4In6eyImgTHDwLedAYG+mffG4n9eI4LuWSvmMoyASTr9qBsJDAqPs8IdrhkFMbSEUM3trpj2iSYUbKJJG4I3f/IiqeZz3kkuf11Il85ncSTQITpCGeShU1RCl6iMKoiiR/SMXtGb8+S8OO/Ox7R1yZnNHKA/cL5+AH1CoYE=</latexit>

) 4 Goldstone bosons in (2, 2) of SU(2)L ⇥ SU(2)R
<latexit sha1_base64="ogGMjvirKUvhkZlT9NHUIRpKClI=">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</latexit>

Y = T 3R +X
<latexit sha1_base64="WWNjsrMJI7j0LHfY9AsAzuV2s3g=">AAACAHicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+Vi0sbAaDIChhNxG0EYI2llHykmQNs5PZZMjsg5lZISzb+Cs2ForY+hl2/o2TZAuNnsuFwzn3MnOPG3EmlWV9GbmFxaXllfxqYW19Y3PL3N5pyjAWhDZIyEPRdrGknAW0oZjitB0Jin2X05Y7upr4rQcqJAuDuhpH1PHxIGAeI1hpqWfu3aELVL9PKrcpOkZt1D2ZVc8sWiVrCvSX2BkpQoZaz/zs9kMS+zRQhGMpO7YVKSfBQjHCaVroxpJGmIzwgHY0DbBPpZNMD0jRoVb6yAuF7kChqfpzI8G+lGPf1ZM+VkM5703E/7xOrLxzJ2FBFCsakNlDXsyRCtEkDdRnghLFx5pgIpj+KyJDLDBROrOCDsGeP/kvaZZLdqVUvjktVi+zOPKwDwdwBDacQRWuoQYNIJDCE7zAq/FoPBtvxvtsNGdkO7vwC8bHN0Awk50=</latexit>

(U(1)X is needed to assign correct hypercharges to fermions)
<latexit sha1_base64="/VRZ9RkEPdBCldiySpWn1v45GB4=">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</latexit>

Contino TASI lectures (2009)
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/1005.4269.pdf


The minimal composite Higgs model
The Goldstone boson sector (aka Higgs multiplet) can be parameterized 
as a linear field Σ.

G. Loops of SM fermions and gauge bosons thus generate a Higgs potential, which in
turn can break the electroweak symmetry. In this context the electroweak scale v is
dynamically determined and can be smaller than the sigma-model scale f , di↵erently
from Technicolor theories where no separation of scale exists. The ratio ⇠ = (v/f)2 is
determined by the orientation of GSM with respect to H in the true vacuum (degree
of misalignment), and sets the size of the parametric suppression in all corrections to
the precision observables. By naive dimensional analysis, indeed, the mass scale of the
resonances of the strong sector is m⇢ ⇠ g⇢f , with 1 . g⇢ . 4⇡. The Higgs instead gets
a much lighter mass at one-loop, mh ⇠ gSMv where gSM . 1 is a generic SM coupling.
The limit f ! 1 (⇠ ! 0) with fixed v is thus a decoupling limit where the Higgs stays
light and all the other resonances become infinitely heavy.

Let us explain in detail all the above points by considering an explicit example.

3.1 An SO(5)/SO(4) example

Let us consider the case in which the strongly interacting sector has a global symmetry
G = SO(5) ⇥ U(1)X broken down to H1 = SO(4) ⇥ U(1)X [34, 35]. 6 In section 4
we will provide an explicit example of dynamics that leads to this pattern of global
symmetries. As shown in the Appendix, SO(4) is isomorphic to (that is: it has the
same Lie algebra of) SU(2)L ⇥ SU(2)R. The SM electroweak group SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y
can be thus embedded into SO(4) ⇥ U(1)X ⇠ SU(2)L ⇥ SU(2)R ⇥ U(1)X , so that
hypercharge is realized as Y = T 3R +X. The coset SO(5)/SO(4) implies four real NG
bosons transforming as a fundamental of SO(4), or equivalently as a complex doublet
H of SU(2)L. The doublet H is the composite Higgs. Under an SU(2)R rotation it
mixes with its conjugate Hc = i�2H⇤, so that (H, Hc) transforms as a bidoublet (2, 2)
representation of SU(2)L ⇥ SU(2)R.

Let us derive the e↵ective action that describes the composite Higgs and the SM
elementary fields. As our final goal is to compute the Higgs potential generated at one-
loop by the virtual exchange of SM fields, we will integrate out the strong dynamics
encoding its e↵ects into form factors and keep terms up to quadratic order in the SM
fields. The four NG bosons living on the coset SO(5)/SO(4) can be parametrized in
terms of the linear field ⌃,

⌃(x) = ⌃0e
⇧(x)/f

⌃0 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1)

⇧(x) = �iT âhâ(x)
p

2 ,
(40)

where T â are the SO(5)/SO(4) generators. Using the basis of SO(5) generators given
in the Appendix, one can easily compute the explicit expression of ⌃ in terms of its
four real components hâ:

⌃ =
sin(h/f)

h

�
h1, h2, h3, h4, h cot(h/f)

�
, h ⌘

p
(hâ)2 . (41)

6For an analysis of the less minimal coset SO(6)/SO(5) see Ref.[36].
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Figure 2: Vacuum misalignment, breaking GEW ⇢ H. Picture adapted from [24], see text for details.

bosons are parameterized by the S-field

S =US0 , (2.1)

which contains the Goldstone matrix

U = exp

 
i
p

2
f

hâT â

!
, (2.2)

and corresponds to a local rotation of the (SO(4)-preserving) vacuum configuration

S0 = (0,0,0,0, f )T . (2.3)

The Goldstone fields hâ are in fact just the ’angular’ variables associated to local transformations in
the direction of the broken SO(5) generators T â

i j ⌘ �i/
p

2
h
d â

i d 5
j �d â

j d 5
i

i
, and feature the correct

quantum numbers to furnish a Higgs doublet. The corresponding Lagrangian, replacing the Higgs
sector in the SM, reads

LS =
1
2
�
DµS

�T DµS , (2.4)

where Dµ = ∂µ � ig0Y Bµ � igT iW i
µ is the gauge-covariant derivative, which induces the couplings

of the composite Higgs to the SM gauge fields.
Although this minimal description is not complete since it does for example not include the

composite resonances r,Y of the new strongly coupled sector, it allows to derive already several
characteristic predictions of the CH scenario, as we will see below. More UV complete models,
including this next threshold (i.e., the heavy resonances) have been constructed in the literature,
such as the 5D holographic duals [22, 15] or the (deconstructed) 2-site / 3-site models [18] (see
also [23]), and the reader is referred to the corresponding articles for more details. Still, we will
at least also introduce a layer of fermionic resonances later when we discuss the realization of the
fermion sector via partial compositeness.

Before deriving first predictions of the scenario let us review in more detail how EW is finally
broken in CH models, following the geometrical picture in Fig. 2. The spontaneous breaking
of G triggered by strong dynamics leaves – without explicit G breaking – a global symmetry H

3
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unbroken, with the vacuum S0 pointing in a direction orthogonal to H (see left panel) and the
Goldstone bosons of the G/H coset being exactly massless. However, due to explicit G-breaking
via gauging of GEW ⇢ H ⇢ G and couplings to the SM fermions (see below), the Goldstone-Higgs
develops a potential and a vacuum expectation value (vev) hh2

âi> 0, breaking GEW ⇢ H by shifting
the true vacuum hSi with respect to the H-preserving S0 by an angle

J ⌘ hhi/ f , (2.5)

where h ⌘
p

(hâ)2. This is visualized in the right panel of Fig. 2. The amount of breaking of EW
symmetry now corresponds to the projection of the shifted vacuum onto the H-plane

v = f sinJ , f = |S0| , (2.6)

with v ⇡ 246 GeV the EW vev. The latter measures the misalignment of the true vacuum with
respect to S0 and the corresponding mechanism is referred to as vacuum misalignment mecha-
nism [9, 10, 11]. As we sill see below, the challenge now becomes to generate a small value

x =
v2

f 2 = sin2 J ⌧ 1 , (2.7)

such as to abandon the TC limit x ! 1 and suppress corrections to SM predictions, scaling with x .

Higgs couplings In fact, we are now ready to have a first look on the couplings of the pNGB
Higgs to the SM-like gauge bosons. At low energies we can conveniently describe the properties
of the latter (in the background of S) using symmetries [15, 12]. Promoting the full global SO(5)⇥
U(1)X of the strong sector to a gauge symmetry1, the most general (quadratic) Lagrangian takes
the form

L
V
eff =

1
2
(PT )

µn ⇥PX
0 (q

2)XµXn +P0(q2)Tr(AµAn)+P1(q2)SAµAnST ⇤ , (2.8)

with X and Aµ the U(1)X and SO(5) gauge bosons, respectively, (PT )µn ⌘ hµn �qµqn/q2 , and S
is treated as a classical background (with vanishing momentum).

Using symmetries and results valid for large number of ’colors’ N in the strong sector [25, 26,
27], one can derive explicit results for the form factors P(q2), that encode the strong dynamics,
expanding them for low momenta. In particular, one finds P1(0) = f 2 and, using the properties
of the SO(5)/SO(4) generators T â as well as switching of the unphysical gauge fields, we finally
obtain, following [12]

L
V
eff =

f 2

8
sin2

✓
hhi+h

f

◆
(W i

µW iµ �2W 3
µ Bµ +BµBµ)+ · · ·

= (1+2
p

1�x h
v
+(1�2x ) h2

v2 + · · ·)
✓

m2
WW+

µ W�µ +
m2

Z
2

ZµZµ
◆
+ · · · ,

(2.9)

where we have absorbed the gauge couplings into the normalization of the corresponding fields
in the intermediate steps. We observe that the couplings of the pNGB Higgs to gauge bosons are

1The additional U(1)X factor is needed to allow for viable hypercharges of the SM fermions and we will later turn
of the spurious gauge degrees of freedom.

4

where ⇠ =
v2

f2
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Fermion masses and couplings: Partial compositeness 

The Higgs transforms non-linearly under G . We cannot write down the 
standard Yukawa interactions if fermions are elementary (transform 
linearly).  
One solution: Mix elementary fermions with composite resonances. 

Elementary fermions (in SO(5) rep.)   Composite fermions (in SO(5) rep.)  

The minimal composite Higgs model

and we outline the most important direct signatures at hadron colliders in Section 3. Existing
direct searches sensitive to the composite light quark signals are summarized in Section 4
and we derive the corresponding bounds on non-degenerate composite light quark scenarios in
Section 5. We present our conclusions in Section 6.

2 Modeling the composite light quark flavors

We use a general low-energy parametrization of the strong sector dynamics which only includes
the lightest fermionic degrees of freedom connected to the up-type quarks. Possible vector
resonances are “integrated out” and do not appear directly in the effective description. This
approach is motivated by EW precision bounds which tend to push the mass scale of the vector
resonances towards the multi-TeV range, while sub-TeV fermionic resonances are typically
present in realistic CHMs [27–31]. Motivated by minimal composite Higgs realizations [18,32],
we focus on implementations where the strong dynamics has a global SO(5) symmetry broken
at the scale f ! O(1 TeV) down to its SO(4) subgroup. The Higgs field is identified with the
NGB spanning the SO(5)/SO(4) coset. The symmetry structure of the strong dynamics does
not fix the embedding of the fermionic resonances. For simplicity we assume that the up-type
partners live in the fundamental representation, 5, of SO(5). We also neglect all flavor violation
effects and focus on fermionic partners of the up and charm quarks, with the same coupling
structure in both cases.

We adopt the Callan–Coleman–Wess–Zumino notation (CCWZ) [33] in order to write down
the effective Lagrangian in a non-linearly invariant way under SO(5). (See e.g. Refs [34, 35]
for a detailed presentation in CHM.) In CCWZ the strong sector resonances are classified in
terms of irreducible representations of the unbroken global SO(4). In particular the lightest
composite fermions contained in the 5 of SO(5) decompose as a fourplet, Q, and a singlet, Ũ ,
under SO(4). As well known, an extra global U(1)X symmetry must be added to the strong
dynamics in order to accommodate the correct fermion hypercharges [22]. The U(1)Y generator
is then identified with the combination Y = T 3

R +X , where T 3
R is the diagonal generator of the

SU(2)R subgroup of SO(4) ≃ SU(2)L×SU(2)R. Both composite fermions Q and Ũ have charge
+2/3 under U(1)X .

In terms of SU(2)L×U(1)Y representations, the fourplet Q gives rise to two doublets. One
doublet with quantum numbers 21/6, as the SM left-handed doublets, contains a charge 2/3
state, U , and a charge −1/3 state, D. The second doublet of quantum numbers 27/6 contains
an exotic state with charge 5/3, X5/3, and a charge 2/3 state, X2/3. The composite states are
embedded in a fundamental SO(5) representation ψ as3

ψ =

(
Q
Ũ

)
=

1√
2

⎛

⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎝

iD − iX5/3

D +X5/3

iU + iX2/3

−U +X2/3√
2Ũ

⎞

⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎠

. (1)

The left-handed elementary quark doublets qL = (uL, dL)
T are incorporated as incomplete

embeddings in the 5 of SO(5) as

q5L ≡
1√
2
(idL , dL , iuL ,−uL , 0)

T . (2)

qL then mixes with states of the composite sector through Yukawa interactions, leading to
partially composite SM quark doublets [36].

3c.f. Appendix A for details on the conventions used in the paper in regard to SO(5) representations.
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Figure 3: Generation of fermion masses via partial compositeness, see text for details.

generically reduced compared to the corresponding interactions in the SM.2 For the couplings of
one (two) Higgs bosons to EW gauge fields, ghVV (ghhVV ), we obtain

ghVV =
p

1�x gSM
hVV , ghhVV = (1�2x )gSM

hhVV , (2.10)

which approach the SM values for x ! 0.

Partial compositeness and the Higgs potential We now turn to the implementation of fermions
in the CH framework. It turns out that the framework of partial compositeness is particularly suited
to realize fermion masses, delivering even an explanation for the large hierarchies that are observed
among them [29, 15, 22, 30]. Focusing on the quark sector, one basically assumes that the ele-
mentary SM-like fields qL,R mix linearly with composite resonances YQ,q

L,R , with the corresponding
mass-mixing Lagrangian reading [21] (see also [18, 30, 31])

L
Y

mass = �yq
L f q̄L Dq

LYQ
R � yq

R f q̄R Dq
RYq

L (2.11)

� Â
f , f 0=Q,q

m f f 0
Y Ȳ f

LY f 0
R � f Â

f , f 0=Q,q
Yf f 0 Ȳ f

L
SST

f 2 Y f 0
R +h.c. .

Here, we assumed the composite resonances to reside in the fundamental representation 5 of SO(5)
– otherwise the Yukawa couplings in the strong sector ⇠Yf f 0 have a different form – and the objects
Dq

L,R project out the components of YQ,q that can couple to the SM fermions in a GEW invariant
way. Note that, in the literature, the minimal (i.e., SO(5)/SO(4)) composite Higgs model with
fermions in the 5 is denoted as MCHM5.

From Eq. (2.11) follows that, after diagonalization, the SM-like quarks now correspond to a
mixture of elementary and composite fields and the quark masses take the form

mq ⇠ yq
Lyq

RYQq
v f 2

mQQ
Y mqq

Y
, (2.12)

which can also be obtained from integrating out the heavy resonances in the diagram in the left
panel of Fig. 3. Now, hierarchically different degrees of compositeness yq

L,R of the quarks lead to
hierarchical mass eigenvalues (and mixings), see the right panel of the figure, and the former in
fact arise in strongly coupled theories via renormalization group running from small differences in

2See [28] for a discussion on the universality of these results in the IR, i.e., their independence of the concrete coset.
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The SM right-handed quark singlets could be realized as partially composite fermions as
well by introducing elementary singlets uR embedded in incomplete 5 of SO(5) as

u5
R ≡ (0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , uR)

T . (3)

Since a large degree of compositeness will be considered for the SM singlets, an alternative
possibility consists in directly identifying the latter with chiral SO(5) singlet states of the
composite sector. This approach leads to fully composite right-handed SM quarks, similarly to
the construction proposed in Ref. [34] for the right-handed top quark.

In all cases the total effective Lagrangian, L, consists of two parts

L = Lcomp + Lelem. (4)

Lcomp describes the dynamics of the composite sector resonances, while Lelem contains the kinetic
terms of the elementary fermions as well as their mixing with the composite resonances. We
consider both scenarios where the right-handed singlets are either partially and fully composite
states and we describe in the following subsections the details of their respective realizations.

2.1 Models with partially composite right-handed up-type quarks

We consider here a class of models based on the standard partial compositeness construction [36]
in which both the SM doublets and singlets have an elementary counterpart. In CCWZ the
Lagrangian for the composite fermionic sector reads

Lcomp = i Q̄(Dµ + ieµ)γ
µQ+ i ¯̃U/DŨ −M4Q̄Q−M1

¯̃UŨ +
(
ic Q̄iγµdiµŨ + h.c.

)
, (5)

where here and below Dµ contains the QCD gauge interaction and the Bµ coupling coming from
the U(1)X symmetry, the eµ and dµ symbols are needed to reconstruct the CCWZ “covariant
derivative” and to restore the full non-linearly realized SO(5) invariance (c.f. Appendix A). The
Lagrangian for the elementary fermions contains the usual kinetic terms, including interactions
with the SM gauge fields, and a set of linear mass mixings with the composite fermions

Lelem = i q̄L /DqL + i ūR /DuR − yLf q̄
5
LUgsψR − yRfū

5
RUgsψL + h.c., (6)

where q5L and u5
R are incomplete embeddings of the elementary fermions in the fundamental

representation of SO(5) as given in Eqs. (2),(3). Ugs is the Goldstone matrix containing the
Higgs doublet components, which reads in unitary gauge

Ugs =

⎛

⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎝

1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 cos h̄/f sin h̄/f
0 0 0 − sin h̄/f cos h̄/f

⎞

⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎠

. (7)

h̄ ≡ v + h denotes the Higgs field with the EWSB vacuum expectation value (VEV) v, which
is related to the Fermi constant GF through

v = f sin−1

(
(
√
2GF )−1/2

f

)

, (8)

and the physical Higgs boson h. Notice that we work in an SO(5) basis where the elementary
fermions qL and uR couple to the composite states ψ only through the Goldstone matrix Ugs [34,
35].
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T are incorporated as incomplete
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The minimal composite Higgs model
Higgs potential:  
The Higgs multiplet are Goldstone bosons. But: 

• Only the electroweak group is gauged, not the full SO(5) x U(1)  
The global symmetry is explicitly broken by the gauge symmetries. 

• Elementary fermions are embedded in SO(5) reps, but the reps are not complete.  
The global symmetry is explicitly broken by partial compositeness. 
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Figure 7: 1-loop contribution of the SM gauge fields to the Higgs potential. A grey blob
represents the strong dynamics encoded by the form factor ⇧1.

section 3.3, as we are now ready to derive the Coleman-Weinberg potential for the
composite Higgs.

We will concentrate on the contribution from the SU(2)L gauge fields, neglecting the
smaller correction from hypercharge. The contribution from fermions will be derived
in section 3.4. The 1-loop Coleman-Weinberg potential resums the class of diagrams
in Fig. 7. From the e↵ective action (48), after the addition of the gauge-fixing term

LGF = �
1

2g2⇣

�
@µAaL

µ

�2

, (58)

it is easy to derive the Feynman rules for the gauge propagator and vertex:

Gµ⌫ =
i

⇧0(q2)
(PT )µ⌫ � ⇣

ig2

q2
(PL)µ⌫

i�µ⌫ =
i⇧1(q2)

4
sin2(h/f)(PT )µ⌫

where (PL)µ⌫ = qµq⌫/q2 is the longitudinal projector. Resumming the series of 1-loop
diagrams of Fig. 7 then leads to the potential:

V (h) =
9

2

Z
d4Q

(2⇡)4
log

✓
1 +

1

4

⇧1(Q2)

⇧0(Q2)
sin2(h/f)

◆
(59)

where Q2 = �q2 is the Euclidean momentum. The factor 9 originates from the sum
over three Lorentz polarizations and three SU(2)L flavors.

Let us argue on the behavior of the form factors at large Euclidean momentum and
on the convergence of the integral. We have seen that ⇧0 is related to the product of
two SO(4) currents

hJa
µ(q)Ja

⌫ (�q)i = ⇧0(q
2)(PT )µ⌫ (60)

where, we recall, the notation hO1O2i denotes the vacuum expectation of the time-
ordered product of the operators O1 and O2. The form factor ⇧1, on the other hand,
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Figure 12: 1-loop contribution of the SM top and bottom quark to the Higgs potential.
Upper row: diagrams where the same elementary field, either qL = (tL, bL) or tR, circulates
in the loop with a propagator i/(6p ⇧0). A grey blob denotes the form factor 6p⇧1. Lower row:
diagrams where both tL and tR circulate in the loop with a Higgs-dependent propagator (see
text). In this case a grey blob denotes the form factor M

u
1
.

where this time the first two terms in the integral can be thought of as due to the
resummation of 1-loop diagrams where only qL or tR are exchanged, see Fig. 12 (upper
row). The last term, instead, comes from resumming the diagrams where both tL and
tR circulate in the loop with a Higgs-dependent propagator, respectively

i

6p (⇧q
0
+ ⇧q

1
cos(h/f))

, and
i

6p (⇧u
0

� ⇧u
1
cos(h/f))

,

see Fig. 12 (lower row). As for the case of the gauge fields, the finiteness of the integral
is guaranteed by the convergence of the form factors Mu

1
and ⇧u,q

1
at large Euclidean

momenta. Provided these decrease fast enough, the potential can be reasonably well
approximated by expanding the logarithms at first order. This gives:

V (h) ' ↵ cos
h

f
� � sin2

h

f
, (125)

where the coe�cients ↵ and � are defined in terms of integrals of the form factors.
Including the contribution of the gauge potential (59) to �, one has:
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The minimal composite Higgs model
MCHM summary before phenomenology: 

• Higgs - gauge couplings get modified:  

• Higgs - fermion couplings get modified:  

• Obtaining the correct top mass requires not too heavy top partners:  
 

• Obtaining small v/f  requires partial cancellation between gauge and top 
loop contributions. 

• Results depend on fermion embeddings (and model parameters). 

• Additional particles are expected at 

Starting from eq.(48) it is simple to derive the couplings of the physical Higgs boson
to the gauge fields. By expanding around the vev hhi,

hâ =

0

BB@

0
0

hhi + h
0

1

CCA , (54)

one has

f 2 sin2
h

f
=f 2


sin2

hhi

f
+ 2 sin

hhi

f
cos

hhi

f

✓
h

f

◆

+

✓
1 � 2 sin2

hhi

f

◆✓
h

f

◆2

+ . . .

�

=v2 + 2v
p

1 � ⇠ h + (1 � 2⇠) h2 + . . .

(55)

where, with a slight abuse of notation, h stands for
p

hâhâ on the left hand side, while
it denotes the physical Higgs boson on the right hand side. Compared to their SM
prediction, the couplings of the composite Higgs to the gauge bosons V = W, Z are
thus modified as follows:

gV V h = gSM
V V h

p
1 � ⇠ , gV V hh = gSM

V V hh(1 � 2⇠) . (56)

If one compares with the e↵ective Lagrangian for a generic scalar eq.(16), one finds
that the SO(5)/SO(4) theory predicts

a =
p

1 � ⇠ , b = 1 � 2⇠ . (57)

Using the results of section 2.1 on the WW scattering, we deduce that both the WW !

WW and WW ! hh scattering amplitudes grow as ⇠ (E/v)2⇠ at large energies,
violating perturbative unitarity at a scale ⇤ ⇡ 4⇡v/

p
⇠. This is a factor

p
⇠ larger

than what we found for a theory with no Higgs.
We see that the composite Higgs only partly unitarizes the scattering amplitudes,

simply postponing the loss of perturbative unitarity to larger scales. In the limit ⇠ ! 0
(with v fixed) one recovers the standard Higgs model: the resonances of the strong
sector become infinitely heavy and decouple, while the Higgs boson fully unitarizes the
theory. For ⇠ ! 1, on the other hand, the Higgs contribution vanishes and unitarity
in WW ! WW scattering is enforced solely by the strong resonances. Furthermore,
f = v and there is no gap of scales in theory: in this limit the strong dynamics behaves
quite similarly to a minimal Technicolor theory, although a light scalar exists in the
spectrum. In the general case, for ⇠ small enough the strong resonances can be made
su�ciently heavy and their correction to the electroweak observables su�ciently small
to pass the LEP precision tests. We will illustrate this point in detail later on, in
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The minimal composite Higgs model
Phenomenology: Global fit to Higgs measurements de Blas, Eberhardt, Krause (2018)

Figure 7. Magnification of the c vs. cV planes from fig. 5, together with the lines corresponding
to the two composite Higgs scenarios discussed in the text. The dots on the lines correspond to
values of ⇠ =0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 in the direction from cV = 1 downwards.

constraints on some of these composite Higgs scenarios. 11

The so-called minimal composite Higgs models are based on the coset SO(5)/SO(4) [81–

84]12. The coupling of the Higgs to the weak gauge bosons arises from the kinetic term of

the Goldstone bosons and, in this minimal SO(5)/SO(4)-scenario, it has the form

cV =
p

1� ⇠, with ⇠ = v2/f2. (6.1)

The couplings of the Higgs to the fermions depend on the SO(5) representation where the

SM fermions are embedded, and are therefore model-dependent. The smallest representa-

tions are the 4 [81] and the 5 [82]. In these, the fermion-Higgs coupling becomes [77]

c(4) =
p

1� ⇠ and c(5) =
1� 2⇠
p
1� ⇠

, (6.2)

respectively. (Other cosets and representations may also exhibit a similar structure, see

[157, 158] for other examples and generalizations.) Since in these two cases the couplings cV
and c depend only on the parameter ⇠, the parameter space of these models corresponds to

11
For a recent dedicated analysis of the Higgs signal strengths within the context of minimal composite

Higgs models see also [156].
12
See [13] for an operator matching to the ew�L.
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The resulting Lagrangian, which we use for our fit, is then [52, 70]2

Lfit = 2cV
�
m2

WW+

µ W�µ + 1

2
m2

ZZµZ
µ
� h
v
�

X

 

c m  ̄ 
h

v

+
e2

16⇡2
c�Fµ⌫F

µ⌫ h

v
+

e2

16⇡2
cZ�Zµ⌫F

µ⌫ h

v
+

g2s
16⇡2

cghGµ⌫G
µ⌫
i
h

v
,

(2.2)

where the Wilson coe�cients are3

ci = cSMi +O(⇠), (2.3)

cSMi =

(
1 for i = V, t, b, c, ⌧, µ

0 for i = g, �, Z�.
(2.4)

Note that the coe�cients c� and cZ� are independent at the considered order. These can

be induced by the following three operators,

OXh1 = g02Bµ⌫B
µ⌫ FXh1(h),

OXh2 = g2hWµ⌫W
µ⌫
iFXh2(h),

OXU1 = g0gBµ⌫hW
µ⌫UT3U

†
i (1 + FXU1(h)).

(2.5)

These operators contribute to the following four interactions

hFµ⌫F
µ⌫ , hZµ⌫F

µ⌫ , hZµ⌫Z
µ⌫ , hWµ⌫W

µ⌫ , (2.6)

yielding one linear dependent operator in (2.6). However, corrections induced by the two

last operators are subleading (at O(⇠/16⇡2)) compared to the leading-order contributions

parametrized by cV (at O(⇠)) and are therefore neglected.

As indicated above, we focus our study to single-Higgs processes. To describe double-

Higgs production consistently within the electroweak chiral Lagrangian, we would need to

include several more parameters in the fit (at least three more to describe gluon fusion,

corresponding to the interactions h3, t̄th2, ggh2 [6, 97, 98]). Given the low current sensitivity

of the ATLAS and CMS experiments to double-Higgs production (the best upper limits

are of the order of 20-30 times the SM [99, 100]) and that these parameters cannot be

constrained by the other available measurements, we decided to not include double-Higgs

production in our analysis.

Finally, let us mention that the analysis with the leading-order electroweak chiral

Lagrangian is closely related [70], but not identical to the -framework [8, 9], which was

introduced by the LHC Higgs cross section working group. We discuss the relation and the

di↵erences in appendix B.

2
Similar parametrizations have been also discussed, using phenomenological motivations, in Refs. [89–95].

3
While the assumptions that lead to these generic power counting estimates hold for many models of

new physics, there are also exceptions: if there are, for example, di↵erent sources of electroweak symmetry

breaking for di↵erent generations of fermions, it could be that the Higgs couplings to the light fermions are

enhanced by larger factors, see [96].

– 6 –
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Figure 8. Magnification of the c vs. cV planes from fig. 6, together with the lines corresponding
to the two composite Higgs scenarios discussed in the text. In the top row, we show enlarged regions
for the third generation fermion couplings, in which the dots are equivalent to the ones in fig. 7 for
⇠ =0, 0.1 in decreasing cV direction. The bottom row zooms in on the grey boxes of the top row.
Here the squares mark the points ⇠ =0, 0.01, 0.02, 0.03.

a line in the c vs. cV plane. We show them labeled as CHM-4 (CHM-5) for third-generation

fermions in the 4 (5) representation in fig. 7. Note that these lines do not exceed ci = 1

because of the positivity of ⇠. A simple estimate of the allowed size of ⇠ can therefore

be obtained from the intersection of these ⇠-lines with the corresponding contours in the

ci parameter space. From the intersection with the 95% probability contours of current

Higgs limits, we find that the parameter ⇠ cannot exceed 0.22 (0.12) in the model CHM-4

(CHM-5). This bound stems from the Higgs coupling to t and b (t) and can be translated

into a minimal new-physics scale f of 530 (710) GeV, in agreement with [158].

Moving onto the expected sensitivities at future colliders, we can use the projected

experimental limits on the parameters in fig. 6 to quantify the attainable impact on com-

posite Higgs scenarios. 13 In the top row of fig. 8 we compare the current limits from fig. 7

focussing on the projected HL-LHC limits in the c vs. cV planes for third generation  .

We find future HL-LHC bounds of ⇠ < 0.10 and ⇠ < 0.042 for the CHM-4 and CHM-5

scenarios, respectively. These limits stem from the 95.4% probability boundaries for ct and

13
See also [159] for a di↵erent study of the reach of future Higgs factories, based on slightly di↵erent

assumptions.
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Figure 8. Magnification of the c vs. cV planes from fig. 6, together with the lines corresponding
to the two composite Higgs scenarios discussed in the text. In the top row, we show enlarged regions
for the third generation fermion couplings, in which the dots are equivalent to the ones in fig. 7 for
⇠ =0, 0.1 in decreasing cV direction. The bottom row zooms in on the grey boxes of the top row.
Here the squares mark the points ⇠ =0, 0.01, 0.02, 0.03.

a line in the c vs. cV plane. We show them labeled as CHM-4 (CHM-5) for third-generation

fermions in the 4 (5) representation in fig. 7. Note that these lines do not exceed ci = 1

because of the positivity of ⇠. A simple estimate of the allowed size of ⇠ can therefore

be obtained from the intersection of these ⇠-lines with the corresponding contours in the

ci parameter space. From the intersection with the 95% probability contours of current

Higgs limits, we find that the parameter ⇠ cannot exceed 0.22 (0.12) in the model CHM-4

(CHM-5). This bound stems from the Higgs coupling to t and b (t) and can be translated

into a minimal new-physics scale f of 530 (710) GeV, in agreement with [158].

Moving onto the expected sensitivities at future colliders, we can use the projected

experimental limits on the parameters in fig. 6 to quantify the attainable impact on com-

posite Higgs scenarios. 13 In the top row of fig. 8 we compare the current limits from fig. 7

focussing on the projected HL-LHC limits in the c vs. cV planes for third generation  .

We find future HL-LHC bounds of ⇠ < 0.10 and ⇠ < 0.042 for the CHM-4 and CHM-5

scenarios, respectively. These limits stem from the 95.4% probability boundaries for ct and

13
See also [159] for a di↵erent study of the reach of future Higgs factories, based on slightly di↵erent

assumptions.
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The minimal composite Higgs model
Phenomenology: Electroweak precision & new vector resonances
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of direct and indirect searches in the (m⇢, ⇠) plane. Left panel: region up to
m⇢ = 10TeV showing the relevance of LHC direct searches at 8TeV with 20 fb�1 (LHC8), 14TeV with
300 fb�1 (LHC) and 3 ab�1 (HL-LHC); right plot: region up to m⇢ = 40TeV showing the comparison
between the LHC and FCC reach with 1 and 10 ab�1. Indirect measurements at the LHC, HL-LHC,
ILC at 500GeV with 500 fb�1 and TLEP at 350GeV with 2.6 ab�1 are shown.

production, corresponding to ⇠ > 0.13 and ⇠ > 0.08 respectively, and the expected reach of the

ILC and TLEP at
p

s = 500GeV and
p

s = 350GeV corresponding to ⇠ > 0.01 and ⇠ > 0.004.

Note that CLIC with 2 ab�1 is expected to have a sensitivity comparable to TLEP.

We can now appreciate the complementarity of direct and indirect searches in exploring the

parameter space of the CH scenario: direct searches are more e↵ective for small g⇢ while indirect

measurements win in the large coupling region. At the LHC with 300 fb�1 direct searches

will completely cover the region accessible by indirect measurements at the same collider for

g⇢ . 3.5 and it is only for g⇢ > g⇢
max = 3.5 that the latter will explore novel territory.

Since direct and indirect constraints benefit similarly from the luminosity improvement, the

g
max
⇢ threshold remains unchanged at the HL–LHC. As far as future machines are concerned,

g
max
⇢ ' 4 in the comparison between the 10 ab�1 FCC and TLEP and g

max
⇢ ' 5 for FCC versus

ILC. On the other hand direct searches become ine↵ective at large coupling, not only because

of the reduction of the production cross–section as explained above but also for the following

reason. An e↵ect, which is not taken into account in our analysis, is that the resonances

become broad for large g⇢ because their coupling to longitudinal vector bosons and Higgs

grows, increasing the intrinsic width as g
2
⇢. Broad resonances are harder to see and since a

narrow resonance has been assumed in our analysis we expect the actual limits to be even

weaker than ours in the large coupling regime. One can get an idea of where finite width

e↵ects should start to become relevant and our estimates might fail by looking at the fine

red dotted curves which are shown in all plots. Above this bound the total resonance width

exceeds 20% of the mass and our bounds are not reliable anymore (see ref. [31] for a more

10

Thamm, Torre, Wulzer (2015)

or modifications of the Zbb̄ vertex [14, 19, 23]. Even restricting to custodially symmetric

cosets and to fermionic operator representations which implement the so-called PLR protection

symmetry for Zbb̄ [37], EWPT are still the dominant indirect constraint on the CH scenario.

In spite of this, and in spite of the fact that we will discuss them in detail in section 4, we

will not take EWPT and their possible improvements at future colliders as a central pillar

of our investigation. The reason is that we judge their impact too model–dependent to be

quantified in a robust way.2 Namely, as known in the literature and reviewed in section 4, the

EWPT observables are sensitive to a number of e↵ects which can only be computed within

specific and complete models and therefore are to a large extent unpredictable at the level of

generality we aim to maintain here. Instead, we decided to focus on indirect e↵ects associated

to the modification of the Higgs boson couplings because they have the great virtue of being

largely insensitive to many details of the specific model and thus predictable in a fairly model–

independent way.3 This is particularly true for the trilinear Higgs coupling to EW gauge bosons

which, at least for models based on the minimal coset SO(5)/SO(4), is universally predicted

to deviate from the SM expectation by a relative correction kV =
p
1� ⇠. We will thus take

the sensitivity to kV of future leptonic colliders as a good model–independent measure of their

reach on CH models, to be compared with direct searches at hadron colliders.

Similar considerations underly our choice of the representative direct signatures. Top part-

ners are very sensitive probes of CH models because their mass directly controls the generation

of the Higgs potential and thus the level of fine–tuning required to achieve EWSB and a light

enough Higgs boson [48–53]. However their properties and their very existence is, to some

extent, model–dependent, and we therefore do not consider top partner signatures but focus

instead on EW vector resonances (see ref. [36] for a first assessment of the reach on top partners

at future colliders). The existence of the latter is very robust because they are associated with

the current operators of the SM group, which needs to be a global symmetry of the composite

sector eventually made local by the gauging of external sources. In particular, we consider the

particles associated with the SM SU(2)L currents, which form a (3,1) triplet of the unbroken

strong sector group SU(2)L⇥ SU(2)R. We describe this vector triplet in Model B of ref. [31],

a simplified model which depends on two parameters only: the vector triplet mass m⇢ and

its intrinsic coupling g⇢ controlling the interaction with the SM fermions and the EW gauge

bosons. The two parameters are related to ⇠ by

⇠ =
g
2
⇢

m2
⇢
v
2
, (1.1)

from where the indirect reach on ⇠ is immediately compared with direct searches, which set

limits on the (m⇢, ⇠) or (m⇢, g⇢) planes.

The paper is organised as follows. In section 2 we outline a general procedure to extrapolate

resonance bounds to di↵erent energies and integrated luminosities. In section 3 we apply

2
This is even more true for flavour constraints, which can be stronger than EWPT, but considerably more

model–dependent (see, e.g., refs. [19, 23, 38–46]).
3
See ref. [47] for a discussion of the interplay between EWPT and Higgs coupling modifications in CH models.

3

Assuming the simplified 
vector triplet model and 
not including top partner 
EWPT contributions, and  

Note: obtaining reliable 
EWPT bounds in 
composite models is  
difficult. 
Grojean etal. (2013)
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Figure 2: Constraints on the oblique EW parameters bS and bT [51]. The gray ellipses correspond to
the 68%, 95% and 99% confidence level contours for mh = 126 GeV and mt = 173 GeV. The red
lines show the contributions that arise in composite Higgs models as explained in the main text. The
IR contribution corresponds to the corrections due to non-linear Higgs dynamics, approximately
given in eqs. (3.2) and (3.7), and is obtained fixing m⇤ ⇠ 3 TeV. The UV contribution is due to
the EW gauge resonances (see eq. (3.1)).

ysis. As we will see, these corrections are typically large and including them is essential in order to
obtain a reliable fit of the EW parameters. Although these e↵ects have been already considered in
the literature, most of the previous analyses did not take into account the full non-linear structure
of the composite Higgs Lagrangian. Our analysis will show that the non-linearities are relevant and
their inclusion can significantly a↵ect the result and lead to new important e↵ects.

The bS parameter

At tree level the bS parameter receives a correction due to the mixing of the elementary gauge fields
with the composite vector bosons. An estimate of this correction is given by [12]

�bS '
g
2

g2⇤
⇠ '

m
2
w

m2
⇤
. (3.1)

The UV dynamics can lead to deviations with respect to the above formula. However those devia-
tions are typically small and eq. (3.1) is usually in good agreement with the predictions of explicit
models. Assuming that the correction in eq. (3.1) is the dominant contribution to bS (or at least
that the other contributions to bS are positive), a rather strong upper bound on the mass of the
EW gauge resonances is found, m⇤ & 2 TeV (see the fit of the oblique parameters in fig. 2).

The other contributions to the bS parameter arise at loop level due to the non-linear Higgs
dynamics and to the presence of fermion resonances. The leading contribution due to the non-

8
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/1502.01701.pdf
http://inspirehep.net/record/1239176


X5/3 :                MX ≳ 1.3 TeV, 
T  & B:            Combined bounds on pair-produced top partners Run II     

[CMS PAS B2G-16-019, ATLAS: 1806.01762]

[ATLAS-CONF-2018-032]
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line and band show the theory prediction and corresponding uncertainty [13], respectively.
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The minimal composite Higgs model
Phenomenology: Searches for to partners with charge 5/3, 2/3, -1/3, -4/3

http://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/preliminary-results/B2G-16-019/index.html
http://inspirehep.net/record/1676481
http://cds.cern.ch/record/2630080


CMS bounds on pair production

[CMS B2G Summary Plots]
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https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/PhysicsResultsB2G#B2G_Summary_Plots


Bounds on single production

[CMS B2G Summary Plots]
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https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/PhysicsResultsB2G#B2G_Summary_Plots
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Status in the MCHM
• Currently, there is no sign of Higgs compositeness. 

• Higgs measurements require   

• Electroweak precision yield/similar stronger bounds on f, but are more model dependent 
(masses / reps of heavy states) and require more assumptions about UV contributions. 

• Top partners must be heavier than ~1.3 TeV. 

• Bounds on composite vector resonances are stronger. 

⇠ . 0.2 , f & 560 GeV.
<latexit sha1_base64="i8qSQhVdVQ4XifCWMhb9sssIOfY=">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</latexit>

NOTE: 

• The MCHM is an effective model.  

• Global symmetry and breaking pattern is chosen “by hand”. 

• Representations of top partners (and other composite resonances)  are chosen “by hand”. 

• UV embeddings can be constructed in Randall-Sundrum models,         
 but not (easily) in QCD-like models with underlying strong gauge group and fermions.

Agashe, Contino, Pomarol (2005)



Towards underlying models
A solution to the hierarchy problem:  

• Generate a scale ΛHC<<Mpl through 
a new confining gauge group. 

• Interpret the Higgs multiplet as  pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone 
bosons (pNGB) of a spontaneously broken global symmetry 
of the new strong sector. 

Disadvantage of underlying compared to effective models: 
• From the generic setup, one expects many additional  resonances 

(vectors, vector-like fermions, scalars) around ΛHC (and 
additional light pNGBs). 

• Results will depend on the model. 
Advantages: 
• Quantum numbers of resonances (and pNGBs) are dictated by 

the underlying model. 
• Models can be used to check whether interesting 

phenomenology has been missed in the ``generic’’ EFT 
approach. 

• Model parameters (resonance masses / couplings etc.) can be 
determined from underlying dynamics (in principle). 

• Dynamics of EWSB can be studied (in principle).

Running of the new 
strong coupling

αs

mh

H

ΛHC=g*f~few TV

1019GeV

Mpl

eV

eV

125 GeV“Higgs”

O(few TeV)

f > 800 GeV

f

(𝜓𝜓)

T’

ρ, ρµ

𝝅’?

a’??

[Georgi, Kaplan (1984)]
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see also Cacciapaglia, Pica, Sannino (2020)

http://inspirehep.net/record/193935
http://inspirehep.net/record/1779833


Composite Higgs Models: Towards underlying models

A wish list to construct and classify candidate models:  
Underlying models of a composite Higgs should  

• contain no elementary scalars (to not re-introduce a hierarchy problem), 
• have a simple hyper-color group, 
• have a Higgs candidate amongst the pNGBs of the bound states, 
• have a top-partner amongst its bound states (for top mass via partial 

compositeness), 
• satisfy further “standard” consistency conditions (asymptotic freedom, 

no gauge anomalies). 

The resulting models have several common features: 
• All models contain several top partner multiplets. 
• All models predict pNGBs beyond the Higgs multiplet.

Gherghetta etal (2014), Ferretti etal (2014), PRD 94 (2016) no 1, 015004, JHEP 1701, 094
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http://inspirehep.net/record/1266277
http://inspirehep.net/record/1272866
http://inspirehep.net/record/1411113
http://inspirehep.net/record/1493857


Example: SU(4)/Sp(4) coset based on GHC = Sp(2Nc)                                

Motivation
Phenomenology of quark partners

Towards a CH UV embedding and its phenomenology
Conclusions and Outlook

One example: SU(4)/Sp(4) coset based on GHC = Sp(2Nc)

Field content of the microscopic fundamental theory and property transformation
under the gauged symmetry group Sp(2Nc) ⇥ SU(3)c ⇥ SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y , and
under the global symmetries SU(4) ⇥ SU(6) ⇥ U(1).

Sp(2Nc) SU(3)c SU(2)L U(1)Y SU(4) SU(6) U(1)
 1

 2
1 2 0

4 1 �3(Nc � 1)q� 3 1 1 1/2
 4 1 1 �1/2
�1

�2

�3

3 1 2/3

1 6 q��4

�5

�6

3 1 �2/3
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[JHEP1511,201]Bound states of  the model:

Motivation
Phenomenology of quark partners

Towards a CH UV embedding and its phenomenology
Conclusions and Outlook

One example: SU(4)/Sp(4) coset based on GHC = Sp(2Nc)

Bound states of the model:
spin SU(4)⇥SU(6) Sp(4)⇥SO(6) names

  0 (6, 1) (1, 1) �
(5, 1) ⇡

�� 0 (1, 21) (1, 1) �c
(1, 20) ⇡c

�  1/2 (6, 6) (1, 6)  1
1

(5, 6)  5
1

�  1/2 (6, 6) (1, 6)  1
2

(5, 6)  5
2

 � 1/2 (1, 6) (1, 6)  3
 � 1/2 (15, 6) (5, 6)  5

4
(10, 6)  10

4

 �µ 1 (15, 1) (5, 1) a
(10, 1) ⇢

��µ� 1 (1, 35) (1, 20) ac
(1, 15) ⇢c

“Higgs”: ⇡ transforms as 4 � 1 under SO(4) ! identify ⇡ ⌘ (H, ⌘).
top partners: (3, 2, 2)2/3 states (for tL) in  5

1,2, 
5
4 , 

10 and
(3, 1, 1)2/3 or (3, 1, 3)2/3 (for tR) in  1

1,2, 
5
1,2, 3, 

5
4 , 

10
4 .
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contains SU(2)L×SU(2)R 
bidoublet “H”

contain (3,2,2)2/3 
fermions: tL-partners

contain (3,1,X)2/3 
fermions: tR-partners

form a and !’; SM singlets

20 colored pNGB: 
(8,1,1)0⊕(6,1,1)4/3⊕(6,1,1)-4/3

7/38

This is the BSM + Higgs sector which interacts with SM gauge bosons and matter through: 
SM gauge interactions, (global) anomaly couplings, and mixing of the top with top partners, 

[JHEP1511,201]

Bound states  
of the model
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http://inspirehep.net/record/1382164


1. ALL models: 
 a and η’:(one HC anomaly free, one anomalous pseudo-scalar) which couple to 
SM gauge bosons through WZW couplings and to fermions with mf /f.  
[[PRD 94 (2016) no 1, 015004,  JHEP1701,094, EPJC 78 (2018) no.9, 724] 

2. ALL models: 
𝝅8 : Color octet pseudo-scalar pNGB which couples to  gg, gɣ, gZ, tt  

3.   Depending on the embedding model: Additional colored and uncolored pNGBs 

New PNGBs (and their phenomenology)

[JHEP1511,201]

[JHEP1701,094]
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http://inspirehep.net/record/1411113
http://inspirehep.net/record/1493857
http://inspirehep.net/record/1633600
http://inspirehep.net/record/1382164
http://inspirehep.net/record/1493857


Direct bounds on other composite PNGBs

• *a and η’ : Studied in JHEP1701,094 , EPJC78, 9, 724: 
      tested in many channels: gg, 𝛾𝛾, Z𝛾, ZZ, WW, tt, bb, 𝜏𝜏, 𝜇𝜇 
      CH decay constants are being constrained, but no mass is excluded.  
      15 GeV < ma < 65 GeV is poorly covered by existing searches. 

• *𝝅8 : Studied in JHEP1701,094, 2002.01474: 
       bounds on mass (QCD pair prod., decay to tops, gg, g𝛾): ~1 TeV. 

• 𝝅6 : Studied in JHEP1511,201,JHEP 1910, 134: 
       bounds on mass (QCD pair production, decay to tops): 1.2 TeV 

• 𝝅3 : To my knowledge not studied within underlying models.   

• Other un-colored pNGBs: only produced through EW interactions (if 
SU(2)⨉U(1) charged) or EW Wess-Zumino-Witten terms (if SM 
neutral). Thus bounds on the mass are expected to be weak. To my 
knowledge not comprehensively studied within underlying models.

24/30Upshot: composite pNGBs are not exhaustively studied. Several are not ruled out 
even if much lighter than a TeV and they are testable at the LHC.

http://inspirehep.net/record/1493857
http://inspirehep.net/record/1633600
http://inspirehep.net/record/1493857
http://inspirehep.net/record/1778539
http://inspirehep.net/record/1382164
https://arxiv.org/abs/1907.05894


• UV embeddings of composite Higgs models come with additional 
pNGBs, which are naturally lighter than the top-partners, so decays of top 
partners to top / bottom and a pNGB are kinematically possible. 

• With an underlying model specified, one can relate branching ratios of 
top partners to h/W/Z and to other BSM pNGBs. 

• Scanning through the different underlying models we looked for 
“common exotic” top partner decays and found several scenarios: 
1. decays of T (and B) to the singlet pseudo-scalar singlet a,  
2. decays of T to the “exclusive pseudo-scalar” 𝜂, 

3.                        (with subsequent 𝝅6 → t t), 

4.                      ,                         . 

• Decays of the pNGBs yield manifold novel multi-body decay modes and 
LHC signatures.

Top partners in CH UV embeddings
[JHEP 1806, 065]

2.4 Charged pNGB, X5/3 ! t �+

As a second example for exotic decays of a charge 5/3 top partner, we consider a model

with a colour-neutral, electrically charged scalar �+. The latter arises for example as part

of the pNGB spectrum in composite Higgs models with SU(5)/SO(5) breaking [2] (see

Sec. 3.4), where it is accompanied by a doubly-charged scalar. The e↵ective Lagrangians

for the VLQ X5/3 and the charged scalar couplings, respectively read

L
�

X5/3
= X5/3

⇣
i /D �MX5/3

⌘
X5/3 +

✓
XW,L

g
p
2
X5/3 /W

+
PLt (2.12)

+iX
�+,L

X5/3�
+PLt+ iX

�++,L
X5/3�

++PLb+ L $ R+ h.c.

◆
,

and

L� =
X

�=�+,�++

⇣
|Dµ�|

2
�m2

�
|�|2

⌘
+

✓
egK�

W�

8⇡2f�
�+W�

µ⌫B̃
µ⌫ +

g2cwK
�

WZ

8⇡2f�
�+W�

µ⌫B̃
µ⌫

+
g2K�

W

8⇡2f�
�++W�

µ⌫W̃
µ⌫,� + i�

tb,L

mt

f�
t�+PLb+ L $ R+ h.c.

◆
. (2.13)

Note that we have defined a unique decay constant, f�, for both charged scalars, as they

usually originate from the same coset. In models based on the SU(5)/SO(5) breaking

pattern (minimal coset with charged pNGBs), the charged scalar �± belongs to SU(2)L-

triplets. Thus, in the non-zero hypercharge triplet, a doubly charged scalar �±± is present

and has been added to the previous Lagrangians. The latter can not be neglected, even in

this simplified scenario, as it a↵ects the decays of X5/3. Thus, the new exotic channels in

this scenario are X5/3 ! t �+ and X5/3 ! b �++.
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Figure 5. Branching ratios of X5/3 as a function of the mass of the charged pNGBs m� = m�+ =
m�++ for the benchmark model Bm4 introduced in Sec. 3.4.

To illustrate these exotic decay modes, we define another benchmark model, Bm4, in

Sec. 3.4. The corresponding values of the couplings are given by

Bm4 : MX5/3
= 1.3 TeV , XW,L = 0.03 , XW,R = 0.13 , X

�+,L = 0.49 , X
�+,R = 0.12 ,

X
�++,L

= �0.69 , �
tb,L

= 0.53 , (2.14)
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while the other couplings are suppressed, and f� = 1 TeV. The branching ratios are dis-

played in Fig. 5, showing that non-negligible rates into the charged pNGBs �± and �±±

are present in realistic models. Note that we assume for simplicity a common mass m� for

the two charged pNGBs.

Due to its anomalous couplings in Eq. (2.13), the charged pNGB �+ can decay into a

pair of SM gauge bosons, either W+� or W+Z. A coupling to tb is also generated from PC.

Couplings to light fermions are model dependent, as they vary according to the mechanism

generating their mass: here, for simplicity, we will neglect them. For the doubly charged

pNGB �++, the only available channel arises from an anomalous couplings to W+W+. In

the underlying models based on SU(5)/SO(5), the anomalous couplings of �+ are related

by gauge couplings, as they both originate from the coupling K�

WB
of the triplet to an

SU(2)L and a U(1)Y gauge boson. This leads to the relations

K�

W�
= K�

WB
, K�

WZ
= �K�

WB
t2w . (2.15)

Below the tb̄ threshold, �+ mostly decays into W+�: this is due both to the suppression

of the coupling to W+Z (shown above) and to the fact that the mass threshold for the

WZ channel is very close to the tb̄ one. Above the tb threshold, the fermionic channel

typically dominates. Note that below the W mass, the decays into a virtual W boson

(i.e., three body decays) may be competitive with more model dependent decays into light

fermions, thus we will not consider this mass region here. It should also be noted that, while

dedicated searches are not available, collider bounds on direct production of the charged

scalars are very mild: bounds on similar models, which should be applied with a pinch of

salt, point towards mass bounds below the W mass [101, 102], so no direct bounds should

apply to the region we chose. The above scenario leads to di↵erent signatures depending

on the masses of the charged pNGBs:

• For m�+ below the tb threshold, the channel X5/3 ! t �+
! tW+� leads to extra

hard photons in addition to the standard final states.

• Above the tb̄ threshold, �+ decays almost exclusively into tb, thus o↵ering an inter-

esting final state X5/3 ! ttb̄ that will be easily covered by the existing 4-top searches

when X5/3 is pair-produced and both decay into this exotic channel. Di↵erent decays

on the two legs produce final states similar to four tops, i.e. ttb̄t̄W� (for one decay

through �+ and one standard) or ttb̄b̄W�W� (for one decay through �+ and one

through ���).

• The channel X5/3 ! b �++
! bW+W+ leads to a signature similar to the standard

X5/3 ! tW (with subsequent top decay to bW+), but with di↵erent kinematics.

Finally, let us remark that the charged pNGBs couple in general to the other top

partners. The resulting new decay modes are discussed in more details in Sec. 3.4. One

interesting final state that we want to mention is due to decays of a charge 2/3 partner in

the charged scalar leading to T ! b�+
! bW+�, which is similar to a top final state with

the addition of a hard photon.

– 12 –

like supersymmetry [10–12], and their phenomenology can be studied in e↵ective models,

independently of the theoretical framework they come from (see, for instance, Refs [13–18]).

In this paper, we use the framework of partial compositeness and a composite pNGB

Higgs as a guide for characterising the phenomenology of VLQs. This has already been

the guiding principle behind the current experimental VLQ searches. However, the phe-

nomenological expectations where strongly based on the most minimal model, where the

Higgs boson is the only light pNGB in the theory [19]. The two main assumptions, which

have been used for most searches, are first, that the VLQ only decays to a standard boson

(W , Z and the Higgs h) plus a standard quark, and second, that the quarks belong to the

third generation, i.e. only top or bottom quarks. We will show that, in models that enjoy

a simple underlying description in terms of a confining gauge symmetry, the former con-

straint is not well justified. In fact, generically new decay channels are present that often

dominate over the standard ones. The main underlying reason is that the most minimal

symmetry breaking pattern SO(5) ! SO(4) is not realised in any known simple underlying

model, and thus additional light pNGBs are present in the spectrum. This is true both in

models where only fermions are present, as described in Refs [20–23], and in models with

fermion–scalar bound states [24, 25].

Analysing the classes of models in the literature, we identified 4 types of situations

that can strongly a↵ect top partner decays, as summarised below:

1. Singlet pseudo-scalar, T ! t a and B ! b a. The presence of a light CP-odd

pNGB associated to a non-anomalous U(1) global symmetry is ubiquitous to models

of PC with a gauge-fermion underlying description [26–30]. We show that the light

pseudo-scalar a always couples to the top partners. Thus, a charge 2/3 VLQ T and

a charge �1/3 VLQ B also decay to a and a SM quark, as long as the pNGB a is

lighter than the VLQ. While the presence of a adds VLQ decay channels, the pair

and single production rates of the VLQs are barely modified.

2. Exclusive pNGB, eT ! t ⌘. The extended pNGB cosets may also contain additional

scalars that couple exclusively with one specific top partner, eT . This is the case for a
CP-odd singlet ⌘ present in the SU(4)/Sp(4) ' SO(6)/SO(5) coset [31]. The charge

2/3 top partner eT , which is part of a 5 of Sp(4) ' SO(5), does not decay to two SM

particles but exclusively into t ⌘, and it cannot be singly- but only pair-produced at

colliders.

3. Coloured pNGB, X5/3 ! b̄ ⇡6. The presence of coloured fermions or scalars in the

underlying theory yields potentially light coloured pNGBs. Their couplings to the

VLQs imply additional decay channels beyond the standard ones. As an example, we

consider a pNGB transforming as a sextet of QCD colour and with charge 4/3. This

state is present in some underlying models [32], and it can couple to the exotic charge

5/3 top partner X5/3. Note that coloured pNGB can also modify the production rates

of the VLQs, especially if heavier than them [33].

– 2 –
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Candidate 1: decays to the singlet pseudo-scalar singlet a   
 Effective Lagrangian(s): 

4. Charged pNGB, X5/3 ! t �+. Some cosets, like SU(5)/SO(5) [2], also contain

additional charged pNGBs which contribute to the decays of the top partners. These

decay channels are usually present in addition to the standard ones.

A fifth possibility is that some top partners can decay into a stable (or long-lived)

pNGB, which may be identified with a Dark Matter candidate: typically, this leads to

exclusive decay modes, as shown in Refs [34, 35]. Such decay modes are e�ciently covered

by searches focused on supersymmetric final states [36]. Thus, we do not consider this

possibility here.

In Section 2, we introduce simplified model descriptions and benchmark points for the

scenarios listed above. We discuss how the standard searches for VLQs are a↵ected by

the new decay modes and which new experimentally promising signatures arise. Several

additional decay modes for VLQs have already been considered in the literature, both

for composite models [37, 38] and supersymmetric models [39] (see also Ref. [40] for a

more general table of allowed final states). Our approach di↵ers, as we identify testable

predictions which arise from models with a simple underlying description, where the new

modes are predicted and not added by hand. To better substantiate this, in Section 3,

we present underlying models and model-parameters that predict the field content of the

simplified models of Section 2 as part of their (light) particle spectrum, and that yield

the e↵ective couplings used as benchmark points. Finally, we present our conclusions in

Section 4.

2 Simplified scenarios

2.1 Singlet pseudo-scalar, T ! t a and B ! b a

As a first simplified scenario, we consider a model with a charge 2/3 top partner T and

a lighter pseudo-scalar a. Such a light pseudo-scalar a is genuinely present in models of

PC with a gauge-fermion underlying description [26–30], where it can be associated with

the pNGB of a global U(1) symmetry. We parameterise the interactions of a vector-like

top-partner with Standard Model particles and the pseudo-scalar a as1

LT = T
�
i /D �MT

�
T +

✓
TW,L

g
p
2
T /W

+
PLb+ TZ,L

g

2cW
T /ZPLt

�T
h,L

MT

v
ThPLt+ iTa,L TaPLt+ L $ R+ h.c.

◆
, (2.1)

where PL,R are left- and right-handed projectors, and T denotes the top partner mass

eigenstate with mass MT . The first three interaction terms dictate the partial widths of

T decays into bW , tZ, and th as often considered in vector-like top-partner models. In

the above parametrisation, the coe�cients T
W/Z/h,L/R

are determined by the SU(2) charge

and the mixing angles of the top partner with the elementary top. If only decays into SM

1
We follow the parametrisation of Ref.[18] for the couplings to SM particles.
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particles are considered, the current bound is of order MT & 1 TeV [41–47].2 The last term

in Eq. (2.1) parameterises the coupling of T to the pseudo-scalar a. This term does not

significantly a↵ect the top-partner production, which occurs through QCD pair production,

or through single-production dictated by the first three terms (Cf. e.g. Refs [18, 19] for

top partner single- and pair production rates). If MT > ma+mt, the last term in Eq. (2.1)

adds an additional decay channel of T ! t a. Explicit expressions for the tree-level decay

widths can be found in Ref. [55].

In analogy, as a second simplified model, we introduce a vector like quark partner B

with charge �1/3, with the simplified Lagrangian

LB = B
�
i /D �MB

�
B +

✓
BW,L

g
p
2
B /W

�
PLt+ BZ,L

g

2cW
B/Z

+
PLb (2.2)

�B
h,L

MB

v
BhPLb+ iBa,LBaPLb+ L $ R+ h.c.

◆
.

To illustrate the relevance of the new decay channels, we consider two benchmark

models, “Bm1” and “Bm2”, arising from an underlying UV embedding of composite Higgs

models with SU(4)/Sp(4) breaking, which are discussed more in detail in Sec. 3. In Fig. 1

we show the branching ratios in the two benchmarks as a function of the a mass. Each

scenario focuses on one vector-like partner, either T or B. The two benchmark models are

respectively characterised by the following couplings:

Bm1 : MT = 1 TeV , TZ,R = �0.03 , Th,R = 0.06 , Ta,R = �0.24 , Ta,L = �0.07 ;

Bm2 : MB = 1.38 TeV , BW,L = 0.02 , BW,R = �0.08 , Ba,L = �0.25 , (2.3)

while the ones that are not reported are suppressed and thus negligible. The branching

ratios of T ! t a and B ! b a are model dependent. However, the benchmarks we

present in Fig. 1 clearly show that, in fully realistic models, they can be comparable to the

branching ratios into SM particles, which are considered in standard searches at the LHC.

To determine new possible final states that can occur from the T ! t a (or B ! b a)

decay, we briefly review the properties of, and constraints on, the pseudo-scalar a. The

interactions of the pseudo-scalar a with SM particles can be parameterised as 3

La =
1

2
(@µa)(@
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g2Ka

W
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egcWKa
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µ⌫ . (2.4)

2
Bounds on MT from QCD produced T -pairs depend on the T branching ratios into bW, tZ, th. The

strongest reported bound is for 100% branching ratio T ! bW (MT & 1.3 TeV) [41, 43], while bounds

on 100% branching ratio T ! tZ or T ! th are around 1 TeV. Bounds on MT from electroweak single-

production [48–54] are even more model-dependent as the production cross section depends on additional

BSM couplings.
3
We give the e↵ective Lagrangian up to dimension 5 operators. Additional interactions can be generated

at higher order. See Ref. [56] for couplings haa and hZa.
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A light pseudo-scalar that is copiously produced at the LHC may still be allowed by present
searches. While masses above 65 GeV are e↵ectively covered by di-photon searches, the lower mass
window can be tested by a new search for boosted di-tau resonances. We test this strategy on a set
of composite Higgs models with top partial compositeness, where most models can be probed with
an integrated luminosity below 300 fb�1.

PACS numbers:

INTRODUCTION

The search for new resonances is one of the main
physics goals at the LHC, with the discovery of a Higgs
boson at an invariant mass of 125 GeV being an illustri-
ous example [1, 2]. The e↵orts continue, mainly focusing
on high mass objects typically heavier than the Higgs it-
self. There are in fact few searches exploring invariant
masses of two Standard Model (SM) particles below, say,
100 GeV: one notable case is the search for a di-photon
resonance [3, 4], mostly motivated by models that fea-
ture an extended Higgs sector, like two Higgs doublet
models (2HDMs) [5] and the next-to-minimal supersym-
metric SM [6].

In this letter, we focus on the LHC phenomenology
of a light new scalar with a mass between 10 and 100
GeV which can resonantly decay into a pair of SM par-
ticles. Generically, light new scalars are strongly con-
strained from electroweak precision measurements (indi-
rectly) and from direct searches at LEP and Tevatron. At
the LHC, besides the above mentioned di-photon chan-
nel, light (pseudo)scalars are usually searched for in the
decays of the 125 GeV Higgs boson. This search strat-
egy in the 10 to 100 GeV window has been mainly mo-
tivated by supersymmetry or 2HDMs. Below roughly
10 GeV, strong bounds arise from searches related to
mesons, or in experiments looking for light axion-like
particles (ALPs) [7–10]. Thus, the common lore is that
a new scalar, in order to escape detection, needs to be
either very heavy or weakly coupled to the SM.

Note, however, that it is enough to have small cou-
plings to electrons and to the electroweak gauge bosons
in order to escape direct LEP searches and electroweak
precision bounds, as well as small couplings to the Higgs
to avoid the Higgs portal constraints. Couplings to glu-
ons (and heavy quarks) are less constrained, leading to

sizable production rates at the LHC. Candidates of this
kind arise naturally in models of composite Higgs which
enjoy a fermionic UV completion [11–15]. Recent lat-
tice results [16] have started to address the mass of such
object in a specific model [17].
In this letter, we will consider this class of models to

explore the 10 to 100 GeV mass window and show that it
is, in fact, very poorly tested. A timid composite pseudo-
scalar (TCP) arises as the pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone bo-
son associated with an anomaly-free U(1) global symme-
try in all models of partial compositeness that enjoy a UV
completion, as defined in Ref. [12]. All the possible mod-
els can be classified, and give precise predictions for the
properties of the TCP candidate [15], thus mapping out a
complete landscape of possibilities. We show that, while
some models are already partly tested by the low mass
di-photon searches, others are completely unconstrained.
We point out that searches for di-tau resonances (which
now start at 90 GeV invariant mass at the LHC [18, 19])
give very promising signals and could be a powerful com-
plementary probe to the di-photon channel, or even be
the only way to access this class of TCPs.

DESCRIPTION OF THE MODELS

The e↵ective Lagrangian we consider is the SM La-
grangian augmented by the following terms, up to di-
mension five operators:
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1

2
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A pseudo-scalar a described by this general Lagrangian
arises, for example, in UV completions of compos-
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Common exotic VLQ decays  
Benchmark parameters (obtained as eff. parameters from UV model):  

particles are considered, the current bound is of order MT & 1 TeV [41–47].2 The last term

in Eq. (2.1) parameterises the coupling of T to the pseudo-scalar a. This term does not

significantly a↵ect the top-partner production, which occurs through QCD pair production,

or through single-production dictated by the first three terms (Cf. e.g. Refs [18, 19] for

top partner single- and pair production rates). If MT > ma+mt, the last term in Eq. (2.1)

adds an additional decay channel of T ! t a. Explicit expressions for the tree-level decay

widths can be found in Ref. [55].

In analogy, as a second simplified model, we introduce a vector like quark partner B

with charge �1/3, with the simplified Lagrangian

LB = B
�
i /D �MB

�
B +

✓
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g
p
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PLt+ BZ,L
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+
PLb (2.2)
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◆
.

To illustrate the relevance of the new decay channels, we consider two benchmark

models, “Bm1” and “Bm2”, arising from an underlying UV embedding of composite Higgs

models with SU(4)/Sp(4) breaking, which are discussed more in detail in Sec. 3. In Fig. 1

we show the branching ratios in the two benchmarks as a function of the a mass. Each

scenario focuses on one vector-like partner, either T or B. The two benchmark models are

respectively characterised by the following couplings:

Bm1 : MT = 1 TeV , TZ,R = �0.03 , Th,R = 0.06 , Ta,R = �0.24 , Ta,L = �0.07 ;

Bm2 : MB = 1.38 TeV , BW,L = 0.02 , BW,R = �0.08 , Ba,L = �0.25 , (2.3)

while the ones that are not reported are suppressed and thus negligible. The branching

ratios of T ! t a and B ! b a are model dependent. However, the benchmarks we

present in Fig. 1 clearly show that, in fully realistic models, they can be comparable to the

branching ratios into SM particles, which are considered in standard searches at the LHC.

To determine new possible final states that can occur from the T ! t a (or B ! b a)

decay, we briefly review the properties of, and constraints on, the pseudo-scalar a. The

interactions of the pseudo-scalar a with SM particles can be parameterised as 3
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2
Bounds on MT from QCD produced T -pairs depend on the T branching ratios into bW, tZ, th. The

strongest reported bound is for 100% branching ratio T ! bW (MT & 1.3 TeV) [41, 43], while bounds

on 100% branching ratio T ! tZ or T ! th are around 1 TeV. Bounds on MT from electroweak single-

production [48–54] are even more model-dependent as the production cross section depends on additional

BSM couplings.
3
We give the e↵ective Lagrangian up to dimension 5 operators. Additional interactions can be generated

at higher order. See Ref. [56] for couplings haa and hZa.
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Branching ratios of quark partners to a in these benchmarks: 
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• T and B can be produced like 
“standard” top partners: QCD 
pair production or single 
production. 

• New final states: MANY,  
depending on ma and single- or 
pair-production

Common exotic VLQ decays  

Examples of diagrams:
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For light a: Bounds on pp→TT→t a t a, with a → gg or a → bb

Gray: 
Excited top search 
CERN-EP-2017-272 (CMS)

Red: 
RPV-SUSY (hadronic) 

CERN-EP-2015-020 (ATLAS)
CERN-EP-2017-298 (ATLAS)

Recast searches 
Blue: 

VLQ search 
CERN-EP-2018-031 (ATLAS) 

The bounds on VLQ top partner masses are substantially lower  
when T decays into t a dominate. In particular  T→t a →t g g is weakly constrained. 29/30
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Conclusions
• Composite Higgs Models provide a viable solution to the hierarchy problem but 

they still provide many challenges and room for exploration in theory and model-
building. 

• EFT descriptions of composite Higgs models / the Minimal Composite Higgs 
Model are only part of the story. UV embeddings provide information on the BSM 
particle content and its representations.  

• Additional pNGBs are present in CH UV embeddings (colored as well as 
uncolored ones). Some of them are weakly constrained and can be searched for at 
the LHC. Many are not exhaustively studied, yet. 

• Decays of top partners to t/b + pNGBs rather than to t/b + W/Z/h occur commonly 
in CH UV embeddings. These decays lead to MANY final states which are not 
targeted by current LHC searches, which need to be studied in more detail. 

• There are many more topics (results from the Lattice, baryogenesis, gravitational 
waves, dark matter, cosmology, …) which I did not cover, here.  

There is lots to do! 30/30
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Singlet pNGB phenomenology 

• The mass ma must result from explicit breaking of the U(1) symmetries (e.g. through mass 
terms for the underlying 𝜒). mη also obtains mass from instantons. 

• f𝝅0 results from chiral symmetry breaking.                          . 

• The WZW coefficients 𝜅i are fully determined by the quantum numbers of 𝜒, 𝜓. 

• The coefficient Ct is also fixed (depends on spurion charge of dominantly mixing top-partner) 

• 𝝅0 is produced in gluon fusion (controlled by 𝜅g/f𝝅). 

• 𝝅0 decays to                                       , ff  with fully determined branching ratios.  
(controlled by 𝜅B/𝜅g, 𝜅W/𝜅g, Ct/𝜅g) 

• The resonance is narrow.

PhenomenologyL =
1

2
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gg, WW, ZZ, Z�, ��, tt̄ (1.4)

2

a and η’: Arise from the SSB of U(1)𝜒 ⨉ U(1)𝜓. One linear combination has a GHC anomaly 
(η’) and is expected heavier. The orthogonal linear combination (a) is a pNGB.   

We now turn our attention to characterizing the LHC phenomenology of the singlets a

and ⌘0 (that we collectively denote as ⇡0 in the following) and of the color octet ⇡8. We will

only consider production of the pseudoscalars via gluon fusion, as other channels like vector

boson fusion are expected to be subdominant. The experimental constraints coming from

data post ICHEP2016 will also be used to derive general constraints on the production cross

sections that can be later applied to any of the specific models we focus on in this work.

A. Phenomenology of the singlet pseudo-scalars

As we discussed in the previous section, the singlet pseudoscalars couple to a pair of

SM gauge bosons via the WZW anomaly terms, and to a pair of top quarks. The generic

e↵ective Lagrangian for a SM neutral pseudo-scalar ⇡0 can be written as
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(45)

which is characterized by five parameters: the mass M⇡0 , the dimension-full coupling g/f⇡

(coe�cient of the anomalous coupling to gluons) that controls the production cross section,

and the three ratios Ct/g, B/g and W/g which dictate the branching ratios.

In the following, we will neglect the e↵ect of top loops to the branching ratios into a pair

of gauge bosons: the main rationale behind this fact is that, once such e↵ects are sizeable,

the decay is dominated by the tt̄ final state, so that searches in diboson final states become

irrelevant. Thus, in this large top coupling limit, the only phenomenologically relevant e↵ect

will be on the gluon fusion production. As shown in Appendix ??, the e↵ect on gluon fusion

can be encoded in a M⇡0–dependent shift of the g coupling, as in Eq.(??). Thus, our

analysis can be extended in a straightforward way.

The dominant production channel for ⇡0 is gluon fusion 9: in Fig. 1 we show the produc-

tion cross sections from gluon fusion as a function of M⇡0 at the LHC with 8 and 13 TeV

9 The only other production channels are vector boson fusion channels, that however are negligible unless

the ratios W /g and/or W /g do not only overcome the coupling suppression g
2

i
/g

2

3
together with the

suppression of vector boson PDFs as compared to the gluon PDF.
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Coefficients of a for sample models M1 - M12

Ct:

TCP



For a given model, we can combine bounds and sensitivities from 
resonance searches to get a bound on the compositeness scale f .

very weak 
constraints 
for light a

TCP



NOTE: Low mass region has a “gap” between 15 - 65 GeV.

𝛾𝛾 
[PRL113, 17801] 

(ATLAS) 
[CMS-PAS-HIG-17-013]

BR(h➝BSM)<.34 
[JHEP1608, 045] 
(ATLAS+CMS)

𝜇𝜇 
[PRL109, 121801] 

(CMS) 
[ATLAS-CONF-2011-020]

[arXiv:1710.11142]

TCP

http://inspirehep.net/record/1633600


Light pNGB: How can we search the gap at low mass?
The models are poorly constrained in the mass range 15 - 65 GeV. 
•Weak indirect bounds from h➝aa (BSM) which will not 

dramatically increase as the bound on fa  scales with Br(h➝aa)1/4 . 
•  h➝aa➝ 4𝛾 , bb𝜇𝜇, bb𝜏𝜏, etc. have very low signal rate due to small 

haa coupling and small a➝𝛾𝛾,ff branching ratios. 

• same applies to h➝Za. 
• b-associated production is small. 
• t-associated production could yield bounds in future searches.   

[EPJC 75, 498] 

• Extending high resolution 𝜇𝜇 resonance searches to higher mass? 

• Extending 𝛾𝛾 resonance searches to even lower mass? 

•…or looking for other decay channels: 𝜏𝜏!     

[arXiv:1710.11142]

TCP

http://inspirehep.net/record/1385100
http://inspirehep.net/record/1633600


How can we search the gap at low mass?  𝜏𝜏!

The gluon-fusion production 
cross section for light a is large…

… and the 𝜏𝜏 branching ratio is 
(for most models) not small.   

[arXiv:1710.11142]

TCP
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How can we search the gap at low mass?  𝜏𝜏!
Soft 𝜏lep or 𝜏had cannot be used to trigger on, but initial state radiation can boost the gg ➝ a 
➝ 𝜏𝜏 system (at the cost of production cross section, but we have enough).  
 
As a very naive proof of principle analysis we look for a  j 𝜏𝜇 𝜏e final state (jet + opposite 
sign, opposite flavor leptons) with cuts: 

• pT𝜇   > 42 GeV (for triggering)   

• pTe    > 10 GeV 

• ΔR𝜇j > 0.5, ΔRej > 0.5,  

• ΔR𝜇e  < 1.0 

• no lower cut on ΔR𝜇e !       

• m𝜇e  > 100 GeV  

Main background:  
Z/𝛾*+jets: 35 fb,  

tt+jets: 70 fb, Wt+jets:  
7.4 fb, VV+jets: 13 fb.   [arXiv:1710.11142]

TCP
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How can we search the gap at low mass?  𝜏𝜏!

Resulting projected reach for 300 fb-1

[arXiv:1710.11142]
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Projected sensitivities on the compositeness scale f .

“the gap” 
can be 

explored

Upshot: these light composite pNGBs are not ruled out and are testable.TCP



Colored PNGBs (the color octet ɸ)

• ɸ is single-produced in gluon fusion or pair-produced through QCD. 

• ɸ decays to gg, gɣ, gZ, tt with fully determined branching fractions into dibosons: 

• For Y𝞆 =1/3: gg/gɣ/gZ = 1 / .06 / .014, Y𝞆 =2/3: gg/gɣ/gZ =  1 / .19 / .05.  

• The resonance is narrow. 

Phenomenology

Effective Lagrangian:

where in the CH UV embeddings:      
                                                                            

-

CPNGB

generate in turn couplings to a pair of gluons, to a gluon and a photon and to a gluon and a

Z boson. In composite models, the loop induced couplings also receive a contribution from

topological terms, i.e. the Wess-Zumino-Witten (WZW) term. The coupling to gluons,

and in minor extent the one to light quarks, also allows for single production. In composite

scenarios, the WZW interactions are of particular interest as they carry information about

the details of the microscopic properties of the underlying dynamics, while the composite

scalar and pseudo-scalar may be among the lightest states of the theory if they arise as

pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone bosons (pNGBs). A general analysis of jet-photon and jet-Z

resonances at the LHC has been presented in [5].

In this work, we will reconsider the phenomenology of a color octet scalar and pseudo-

scalar by focusing on specific composite scenarios with top partial compositeness. In fact,

a common feature of models formulated in terms of a fermionic strongly coupled gauge

theory [4] is the presence of specific additional (light) spin-0 resonances, namely two neutral

singlets and a color octet pseudo-scalar [2, 6]. In these models, the decay rate in the gluon-

� channel can be predicted and turns out to be sizeable. Focusing on this channel [7, 8]

is, therefore, particularly well motivated. We compare the gluon-gluon decay mode to

the gluon-� one in the LHC setup. It is interesting to note that already in the 1980’s

these channels were compared at TeVatron [7] for their potential in the search of a strongly

interacting electroweak sector. We discuss the implication and the potential of these modes

for the color octet � at the LHC and its future high luminosity (HL-LHC) and high energy

(HE-LHC) options, as well as future projects (FCC-hh). This will allow to define the

detailed analysis strategies for the experimental searches at the LHC, and at future options,

of this kind of resonances. Our work is of particular interest in view of testing models with

a strong electroweak sector.

In order to discuss in a general way the color octet interactions across di↵erent models,

we shall consider e↵ective interactions encoded in the e↵ective Lagrangian for a pseudo-

scalar octet discussed in [6], which contains general features present in typical extensions

of the SM. In particular, the color octet decays into tt̄, gg, g�, and gZ are parametrized

as follows:
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where f� is a mass scale (corresponding to the decay constant of the composite �), while

the covariant derivative contains QCD interactions with gluons. The relative value of

the photon coupling, � , and the Z coupling, Z , depend on the electroweak quantum

numbers of the multiplet � belongs to. In the following, for simplicity, we will focus on a

weak isosinglet, for which

� = Z ⌘ B , (1.2)

as this case applies directly to composite Higgs examples. As a bookkeeping, we present

other cases in Appendix A. In the underlying models considered in [6], the color octet arises

as a bound state of color triplet fermions � with hypercharge Y� = 1/3 or 2/3, thus the
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Colored PNGBs 
Constraints from pair production:

Right: Pair production cross 
section and bounds from pair 
produced di-jet searches 
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1808.03124] and 4t searches 
[1504.04605,1505.04306,  
1710.10614,1805.10835].

Left: Implied bounds on the 
Ct/𝜅g vs. M𝜙  parameter space. 
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Colored PNGBs Constraints from single production: 
(see [2002.01474] for studies included)

CPNGB

Figure 2. Excluded regions in the M� vs. Ct/g parameter space for the two benchmark models,
with branching ratios given in Table 1.

1 TeV, therefore we also consider run I searches at 8 TeV [32, 33] to cover the lower mass

range. In Figure 3 (left) we collect the observed bounds on cross section times branching

ratio in the various channels, together with the single � cross section for g/f� = 10 TeV�1

for reference. For the j� searches at 8 TeV, the observed bound (relevant for 600 < M� <

1000 GeV), is plotted rescaled by the ratio of production cross section in the two energy

regimes for the color octet, i.e. we plot �limit(j�)⇥ �13 TeV(gg ! �)/�8 TeV(gg ! �).
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Single Production and bounds
(13 TeV)

Figure 3. Current observed (left) and expected (right) experimental bounds on the production
cross section of tt̄, jj, and j� resonances as a function of the resonance mass. As a reference, we
give the single production cross section of � for g/f� = 10 TeV�1 as a function of M�. The
production cross section scales with (g/f�)2.
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Left: Single-production cross section for 𝜅g= 10 TeV-1 and 
bounds from di-top, di-jet, and excited quark searches.

In this case, the matching leads to

Ct =
�tv

2
p
2mt

, � = W , Z = �
1

tan2 ✓W
W . (A.9)

Interestingly, in this case couplings to two gluons are suppressed by two Higgs insertions,

i.e. they arise at dim-7 level with g / v2/f2
�. Thus, decays into g� and gZ are dominant,

with
BR(�3,0 ! gZ)

BR(�3,0 ! g�)
⇡ tan�2 ✓W ⇡ 3.5 , (A.10)

thus dominant decays into Z final states.

B Current limits from single production

In Section 2.1, we have presented upper bounds on g/f� deriving from expected bounds

from searches sensitive to single production. In this Appendix we present similar plots,

drawn from the observed bounds. Fig. 12 corresponds to Fig. 4 showing results for the two

benchmark models, while Fig. 13 corresponds to Fig. 5 in showing limits for Ct = 0.
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Figure 12. Observed bounds on color octet single production in the M� vs. Ct/g plane for
B/g = 2/3 and 4/3. The contours show the upper bound on g/f� (in TeV�1). The dark-blue
areas are excluded by pair production searches. In the grey areas, the strongest bound arises from
tt̄ resonance searches. In the orange (cyan) areas, the currently strongest bound arises from di-jet
(jet-�) searches.

Comparing the two pairs of figures clearly highlights that the limits on the coupling

g/f� are comparable, as well as the regions of dominance of each final state. The main

di↵erence is that the plots in this Appendix are much more irregular, due to the statistical

fluctuations in the observed bounds (C.f. Fig. 3).
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Right: Bounds 𝜅g in TeV-1. Dark 
blue: excluded from pair-
production.  
Grey: strongest bound from di-
tops. 
Red: strongest bound from di-jets.  
Cyan: strongest bound from 
excited quarks.  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CPNGB

Improving the reach for low Ct: 
With an “excited quark pair-production’’ search 

([2002.01474])

Mimicking the CMS di-jet-pair search 1808.03124 strategy (but replacing one or two jets with photons), we 
estimate the potential to constrain color octet pNGBs in (ja)(ja) and (ja)(jj) resonance pair searches and provide 
projections for HL-LHC (via purity estimates for existing data and naive rescaling with S/√B).

Contours of expected Luminosity for discovery and exclusion of pair-produced color-octet scalars, with best 
bounds from (jj)(jj) (red), (ja)(jj) (light cyan) and (ja)(ja) (dark cyan). Dashed blue lines indicate branching ratios 
as predicted in underlying composite models.

Upshot: an  “excited quark pair-production’’ search for (ja)(ja) resonance pairs has highest 
discovery (and exclusion) potential in parts of the color octet pNGB parameter space.

http://inspirehep.net/record/1778539
http://inspirehep.net/record/1685989


like supersymmetry [10–12], and their phenomenology can be studied in e↵ective models,

independently of the theoretical framework they come from (see, for instance, Refs [13–18]).

In this paper, we use the framework of partial compositeness and a composite pNGB

Higgs as a guide for characterising the phenomenology of VLQs. This has already been

the guiding principle behind the current experimental VLQ searches. However, the phe-

nomenological expectations where strongly based on the most minimal model, where the

Higgs boson is the only light pNGB in the theory [19]. The two main assumptions, which

have been used for most searches, are first, that the VLQ only decays to a standard boson

(W , Z and the Higgs h) plus a standard quark, and second, that the quarks belong to the

third generation, i.e. only top or bottom quarks. We will show that, in models that enjoy

a simple underlying description in terms of a confining gauge symmetry, the former con-

straint is not well justified. In fact, generically new decay channels are present that often

dominate over the standard ones. The main underlying reason is that the most minimal

symmetry breaking pattern SO(5) ! SO(4) is not realised in any known simple underlying

model, and thus additional light pNGBs are present in the spectrum. This is true both in

models where only fermions are present, as described in Refs [20–23], and in models with

fermion–scalar bound states [24, 25].

Analysing the classes of models in the literature, we identified 4 types of situations

that can strongly a↵ect top partner decays, as summarised below:

1. Singlet pseudo-scalar, T ! t a and B ! b a. The presence of a light CP-odd

pNGB associated to a non-anomalous U(1) global symmetry is ubiquitous to models

of PC with a gauge-fermion underlying description [26–30]. We show that the light

pseudo-scalar a always couples to the top partners. Thus, a charge 2/3 VLQ T and

a charge �1/3 VLQ B also decay to a and a SM quark, as long as the pNGB a is

lighter than the VLQ. While the presence of a adds VLQ decay channels, the pair

and single production rates of the VLQs are barely modified.

2. Exclusive pNGB, eT ! t ⌘. The extended pNGB cosets may also contain additional

scalars that couple exclusively with one specific top partner, eT . This is the case for a
CP-odd singlet ⌘ present in the SU(4)/Sp(4) ' SO(6)/SO(5) coset [31]. The charge

2/3 top partner eT , which is part of a 5 of Sp(4) ' SO(5), does not decay to two SM

particles but exclusively into t ⌘, and it cannot be singly- but only pair-produced at

colliders.

3. Coloured pNGB, X5/3 ! b̄ ⇡6. The presence of coloured fermions or scalars in the

underlying theory yields potentially light coloured pNGBs. Their couplings to the

VLQs imply additional decay channels beyond the standard ones. As an example, we

consider a pNGB transforming as a sextet of QCD colour and with charge 4/3. This

state is present in some underlying models [32], and it can couple to the exotic charge

5/3 top partner X5/3. Note that coloured pNGB can also modify the production rates

of the VLQs, especially if heavier than them [33].
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Candidate 3:                       (with subsequent 𝝅6 → t t) 

In models with SU(6)/SO(6) breaking in the color sector. 
Effective Lagrangian:

composite top partners. In models with a fermionic underlying description, this implies

the presence of coloured pNGBs, which may be lighter than the top partners and can thus

appear in top partner decays.6

A colour octet pseudoscalar ⇡8, neutral under the EW interactions, is ubiquitous in

models with a fermionic underlying description [30]. It can couple to a quark and quark-

partner and therefore appear in quark partner decays, and itself decays into tt̄, gg or g�.

The presence of ⇡8 thus gives rise to final states similar to the ones described in Sec. 2.1

(with the addition of the g� channel).

Other colour charged pNGBs are present in some of the models. Here, we focus on the

charge-4/3 colour sextet ⇡6 [32]. The main reason behind this choice is that it can modify

the decays of a charge 5/3 top partner X5/3. The latter is a commonly considered state

which is present in top partner multiplets in an SU(2)L⇥SU(2)R bi-doublet. It is normally

assumed to decay exclusively into t W+, which yields a same-sign lepton (SSL) signature

from leptonic W decays [96], with low SM background and thus very high sensitivity.

X5/3 is therefore an ideal target for searches at hadron colliders. Semi-leptonic decays

of t W+ have higher background but also a higher branching ratio and provide another

attractive channel. For pair-produced X5/3, the current bound on its mass is MX5/3
> 1.3

TeV [43, 97–99], while higher sensitivity for single-produced X5/3 is possible, but model-

dependent [100]. However, all these bounds assume the absence of “exotic” X5/3 decays.

The e↵ective Lagrangian for the X5/3 couplings, including the sextet, reads

L
⇡6
X5/3

= X5/3

⇣
i /D �MX5/3

⌘
X5/3

+

✓
XW,L

g
p
2
X5/3 /W

+
PLt+ iX⇡6,L

X5/3⇡6PLb
c + L $ R+ h.c.

◆
, (2.10)

while the one associated to the ⇡6 couplings to SM particles is

L⇡6 = |Dµ⇡6|
2
�m2

⇡6
|⇡6|

2 +
⇣
i⇡6

tt,R
t⇡6(PRt)

c + L $ R+ h.c.
⌘

,

where bc and tc denote the charge conjugate of the bottom and the top quark fields. Note

that, in the model we consider, ⇡6 is a singlet of SU(2)L. The coupling ⇡6
tt,L

to left handed

tops are thus suppressed by m2
t /f

2
⇡6

with respect to ⇡6
tt,R

. The sextet decays as ⇡6 ! tt,

with large dominance to right-handed tops.

The sextet arises, for example, as part of the pNGB spectrum in UV embeddings of

composite Higgs models with SU(4)/Sp(4) breaking [32] (see Sec.3.2). For illustration

purposes, we again use this underlying model to define a benchmark model, Bm3, in

Sec. 3.3. The values of the couplings are

Bm3 : MX5/3
= 1.3 TeV , XW,L = 0.03 , XW,R = �0.11 , X⇡6,L = 1.95 , ⇡6

tt,R = �0.56 ,

(2.11)

while the other couplings are suppressed, and f⇡6 = 430 GeV (note that f⇡6 is not directly

related to the compositeness scale for the Higgs, as it comes from a di↵erent sector of the

theory, and we use here an estimate with respect to a decay constant f = 1 TeV in the

6
If a coloured pNGB is heavier than top partners, it can a↵ect their production rates [33].
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6
If a coloured pNGB is heavier than top partners, it can a↵ect their production rates [33].
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Common exotic VLQ decays: X5/3    

[JHEP 1806, 065] X53
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Candidate 4:                        and  
In models with SU(5)/SO(5) breaking in the EW sector, we have charged 
(and doubly charged) pNGBs. 
Effective Lagrangian:

2.4 Charged pNGB, X5/3 ! t �+

As a second example for exotic decays of a charge 5/3 top partner, we consider a model

with a colour-neutral, electrically charged scalar �+. The latter arises for example as part

of the pNGB spectrum in composite Higgs models with SU(5)/SO(5) breaking [2] (see

Sec. 3.4), where it is accompanied by a doubly-charged scalar. The e↵ective Lagrangians

for the VLQ X5/3 and the charged scalar couplings, respectively read

L
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X5/3
= X5/3

⇣
i /D �MX5/3

⌘
X5/3 +

✓
XW,L

g
p
2
X5/3 /W
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+iX
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�++,L
X5/3�

++PLb+ L $ R+ h.c.

◆
,

and

L� =
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2
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✓
egK�

W�

8⇡2f�
�+W�
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g2cwK
�
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8⇡2f�
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g2K�

W

8⇡2f�
�++W�

µ⌫W̃
µ⌫,� + i�

tb,L

mt

f�
t�+PLb+ L $ R+ h.c.

◆
. (2.13)

Note that we have defined a unique decay constant, f�, for both charged scalars, as they

usually originate from the same coset. In models based on the SU(5)/SO(5) breaking

pattern (minimal coset with charged pNGBs), the charged scalar �± belongs to SU(2)L-

triplets. Thus, in the non-zero hypercharge triplet, a doubly charged scalar �±± is present

and has been added to the previous Lagrangians. The latter can not be neglected, even in

this simplified scenario, as it a↵ects the decays of X5/3. Thus, the new exotic channels in

this scenario are X5/3 ! t �+ and X5/3 ! b �++.
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Figure 5. Branching ratios of X5/3 as a function of the mass of the charged pNGBs m� = m�+ =
m�++ for the benchmark model Bm4 introduced in Sec. 3.4.

To illustrate these exotic decay modes, we define another benchmark model, Bm4, in

Sec. 3.4. The corresponding values of the couplings are given by

Bm4 : MX5/3
= 1.3 TeV , XW,L = 0.03 , XW,R = 0.13 , X

�+,L = 0.49 , X
�+,R = 0.12 ,

X
�++,L

= �0.69 , �
tb,L

= 0.53 , (2.14)
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Note that we have defined a unique decay constant, f�, for both charged scalars, as they

usually originate from the same coset. In models based on the SU(5)/SO(5) breaking

pattern (minimal coset with charged pNGBs), the charged scalar �± belongs to SU(2)L-

triplets. Thus, in the non-zero hypercharge triplet, a doubly charged scalar �±± is present

and has been added to the previous Lagrangians. The latter can not be neglected, even in

this simplified scenario, as it a↵ects the decays of X5/3. Thus, the new exotic channels in

this scenario are X5/3 ! t �+ and X5/3 ! b �++.
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Figure 5. Branching ratios of X5/3 as a function of the mass of the charged pNGBs m� = m�+ =
m�++ for the benchmark model Bm4 introduced in Sec. 3.4.

To illustrate these exotic decay modes, we define another benchmark model, Bm4, in

Sec. 3.4. The corresponding values of the couplings are given by

Bm4 : MX5/3
= 1.3 TeV , XW,L = 0.03 , XW,R = 0.13 , X

�+,L = 0.49 , X
�+,R = 0.12 ,

X
�++,L

= �0.69 , �
tb,L

= 0.53 , (2.14)
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while the other couplings are suppressed, and f� = 1 TeV. The branching ratios are dis-

played in Fig. 5, showing that non-negligible rates into the charged pNGBs �± and �±±

are present in realistic models. Note that we assume for simplicity a common mass m� for

the two charged pNGBs.

Due to its anomalous couplings in Eq. (2.13), the charged pNGB �+ can decay into a

pair of SM gauge bosons, either W+� or W+Z. A coupling to tb is also generated from PC.

Couplings to light fermions are model dependent, as they vary according to the mechanism

generating their mass: here, for simplicity, we will neglect them. For the doubly charged

pNGB �++, the only available channel arises from an anomalous couplings to W+W+. In

the underlying models based on SU(5)/SO(5), the anomalous couplings of �+ are related

by gauge couplings, as they both originate from the coupling K�

WB
of the triplet to an

SU(2)L and a U(1)Y gauge boson. This leads to the relations

K�

W�
= K�

WB
, K�

WZ
= �K�

WB
t2w . (2.15)

Below the tb̄ threshold, �+ mostly decays into W+�: this is due both to the suppression

of the coupling to W+Z (shown above) and to the fact that the mass threshold for the

WZ channel is very close to the tb̄ one. Above the tb threshold, the fermionic channel

typically dominates. Note that below the W mass, the decays into a virtual W boson

(i.e., three body decays) may be competitive with more model dependent decays into light

fermions, thus we will not consider this mass region here. It should also be noted that, while

dedicated searches are not available, collider bounds on direct production of the charged

scalars are very mild: bounds on similar models, which should be applied with a pinch of

salt, point towards mass bounds below the W mass [101, 102], so no direct bounds should

apply to the region we chose. The above scenario leads to di↵erent signatures depending

on the masses of the charged pNGBs:

• For m�+ below the tb threshold, the channel X5/3 ! t �+
! tW+� leads to extra

hard photons in addition to the standard final states.

• Above the tb̄ threshold, �+ decays almost exclusively into tb, thus o↵ering an inter-

esting final state X5/3 ! ttb̄ that will be easily covered by the existing 4-top searches

when X5/3 is pair-produced and both decay into this exotic channel. Di↵erent decays

on the two legs produce final states similar to four tops, i.e. ttb̄t̄W� (for one decay

through �+ and one standard) or ttb̄b̄W�W� (for one decay through �+ and one

through ���).

• The channel X5/3 ! b �++
! bW+W+ leads to a signature similar to the standard

X5/3 ! tW (with subsequent top decay to bW+), but with di↵erent kinematics.

Finally, let us remark that the charged pNGBs couple in general to the other top

partners. The resulting new decay modes are discussed in more details in Sec. 3.4. One

interesting final state that we want to mention is due to decays of a charge 2/3 partner in

the charged scalar leading to T ! b�+
! bW+�, which is similar to a top final state with

the addition of a hard photon.
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For models with EW breaking pattern SU(4)/Sp(4), top-partners come in 
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to remove the couplings without a↵ecting the mass of the top. To clarify this statement,

we can check the result in the limit where the singlet is much lighter than the doublet, i.e.
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which is substantial as long as sR ⇠ 1.

3.2 The SU(4)/Sp(4) scenario

We now analyse explicit models of composite Higgs: we first consider the coset SU(4)/Sp(4),

which is the minimal one to enjoy a simple gauge-fermion underlying realisation [9]. The

composite VLQs as well as the pNGBs (including the Higgs boson) now originate from

a composite sector which is globally invariant under an SU(4) flavour symmetry that is

spontaneously broken down to Sp(4). As a consequence, the SM Higgs doublet is ac-

companied by a pseudo-scalar singlet ⌘ in order to form a complete representation of the

unbroken flavour symmetry. In the same way, the VLQ multiplets must contain additional

top partners, whose quantum numbers depend on the choice of the Sp(4) representations.

As a concrete example, we consider two multiplets: one transforming as a 5-plet of

Sp(4) and one in the singlet representation. Together they may form a 6-plet of SU(4) [31],

and such a top partner easily arises as a “chimera baryon” 7 in underlying models with two

species of fermions [20, 21]. Under the SU(2)L⇥U(1)Y symmetry, the 5-plet decomposes as

27/6+21/6+12/3. It thus contains an additional exotic doublet and a singlet together with

the SU(2)L doublet Q of Eq. (3.1). The Sp(4) singlet representation, having hypercharge

2/3, is trivially identified with the singlet S that couples linearly to the right-handed top.

The various top partners are labelled as follows:
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B
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, eT5 ; singlet ! eT1 . (3.10)

We then introduce a linear mixing of the left-handed top (and bottom) with the doublet

contained in the 5-plet and of the right-handed top with the singlet: they are the sources of

PC, and their e↵ect can be introduced in the e↵ective Lagrangian in the standard way [7].

In this work, we will follow the same procedure and notations as in Ref. [32] to obtain the

mass matrices associated to the top partners and the elementary fermions. As we study

the couplings to the pNGBs other than the Higgs doublet, we will keep them explicitly in

the mass matrix. For the charge 2/3 fermions, in the basis  t = {t, T,X2/3, eT1, eT5}, we

obtain the following matrix:
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The name “chimera baryon” was first coined in Ref. [103].
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The “mass matrix” (pNGB interactions, expanded to leading order in  
sθ=v/f) reads in the basis 
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Diagonalizing the mass matrix (and expanding in a and 𝜂) yields couplings 
of top and top partners to the pNGB in terms of the pre-Yukawas y1,5 .
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